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COMMITMENT TO QUALITY IN NURSING CARE 

BY 

Dr Alison Kitson 
Lecturer in Nursing Studies 

The New University of Ulster 
Coleraine, Northern Ireland. 
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COMMITMENT TO QUALITY IN NURSING CARE 

When I came to prepare my paper for this conference I quickly discovered that 

I was confronted with two major problems : the first was that I had forgotten 

the title I had given to your organizer; the second, that I was not quite sure 

what the main focus of the conference or the audience would be. My colleague, 

Mr. McGilloway, did reassure me that you would enjoy listening to my Northern 

Irish accent, regardless of the actual content! I however was not quite so 

trusting in the holding power of my peculiar intonation. Thus, given the 

situation, I have taken the li~erty of choosing a new title for my paper and 

apologize for any complications this ~ay create. My Northern accent however 

is just the same! 

The title of my paper is 'Commitment to Quality in Nursing Care'. It is 

not a particularly original title, as discussions on the quality of nursing care 

tend to be a ubiquitous conference topic. However, I would like to put a 

different slant on this subject by illustrating how an analysis of the nurse's 

work role and the identification of her thereapeutic function in the care of the 

hospitalized elderly can be used as a framework upon which to develop new ways 

of measuring the quality of nursing care. 

I a'Iso feel it is important at this stage to declare a further reason why I 

was keen to use this particular title. I believe that as nurses we are committed 

to serve our patients in the best and most effective way we can. This not only 

involves the development of new ~nowledge and practice skills, but also the 

construction and appraisal of more,'efficient systems of ward organization and 
\. 

management, developing more approprHlt~ education curriculae arid supporting 

research investigations. Thus, the commi~ent to improve patient care is the 

common denominator which links all members 0.( the nursing profession., So ~0t::g 
l' 
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. ~ 
as we shat:e this' commitme<nt, I\believe we can have productive and meaningful , 
dialog\le, whether we practice as tlurse clinicians, managers, educators or 

" 

researchers. Therefore, although {speak from my experiences as a nurse , 
res~archer, I am also speaking as a nurse who is committed to improving the 

service we provide for our patients. 

I would like to begin my paper with a short analysis of the nurse's work 

role, pointing out that the way in which her role is interpreted will affect the 

subsequent indicators or measures of the quality of nurs~ng care. Geriatric 

nursing is cited as a specific example of how the failure to define nursing in 

terms of its primary responsibility to provide CARE has resulted in less than 

accurate indicators of quality of care. I shall then go on to describe how a 

measurement tool - called the THEREAPEUTIC NURSING FUNCTION INDICATOR 

or TNF Indicator - was developed to identify those nurses who gave patient-

centred or therapeutic care from those nurses who gave routine-centred or non-

therapeutic care. And finally, a brief account will be given of the quality of 

care measure called the TNF MATRIX which demonstrates the relationship 

between high standards of basic nursing care and the nurse's awareness of 

her therapeutic function. 

1. Analysis of the nurse's 'work role 

I must confess straight away to having a somewhat cynical attitude toward 

the more conventional methods of evaluating the quality of nursing care through 

patient dependency and workload studies. This unease arises from the two 

main assumptions made by the patient dependen~y Iworkload study method 

regarding the nature of the nursing task: the first assumption holds that 

nursing can be viewed as a series of activities which can 'be defined, observed 

and counted, the nature and duration of which can be calculated according to 

patient dependency levels; the second assumption is that the nursing care a 
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patient requires is observable, finite, measureable and relatively stable 

when it has been described and that there is an optimum length of time to 

carry out certain activities according to different dependency categories. 

The danger of accepting such assumptions regarding the role and func-

tion of the nurse is that they would seem effectively to reduce nursing care 

to a series of actions performed by the nurse on the patient with little 

regard for such aspects of care as emotional support, communication, super-

vision, stimulation, encouragement and respect for the needs of the patient 

as an individual. Whether we choose to include these attributes as integral 

and necessary parts of the nurse's function will have a significant impact 

upon how we end up assessing the quality of nursing care. 

A further constraint of the patient dependency Iworkload studies is that 

the provision of staff is based on observed practices on the ward rather 

than on prescribed or ideal care. Also, _j:onsideration of individual patient 

needs is not possible given the standardization of nurse action according to 

three or five main patient dependency categories. These limitations again 

have a significant influence upon the way nursing care can be evaluated. 

Thus as a potential indicator of quality of nursing care, the patient 

dependency Iworkloa,d study approach makes assumptions about the nature 

of nursing care which concentrates on physical activities and gives minimal 

weight to cognitive, moral and emotional aspects of care. At the same time 

it bases its standards on actual practice rather than ideal or prescribed care 

and it is unable to cater for ind~vidual needs. 
" 

' . 
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Other approacheS- to -~,uality of care measurement have involved descriptive 

- -
studies and observations base~ on social systems analysis. The former type of 

' study, as exemplified by Wells (J980)', identified the poor initiation and training 

of ger~atric nursing staff as one of the main problems in maintaining standards 
- . 

"-of care. Wells saw both the geriatric nursing education and the management 

system in need ,of radical reform and advocated the use of clinical nurse 

specialists as appropriate role models. 

A variety of social system approaches have been used to analyse the 

quality of nur'sing care. Towell (1979) and Evers (1981) concentrated on the 

social relationships between groups, focussing particularly upon the effect of 

the traditional medical model on the structure and function of geriatric nursing. 

Using a similar sociological approach Baker (1978) investigated the nurse's per-

ception of her work role. She concluded ,that the standard of care was linked 

to a whole range of interlocking and mutually reinforcing factors. She was also 

led to conclude that perhaps the most significant factors in determining the 

quality of care provided for geriatric patients were the orientation and beliefs 

the individual brought into the work situation. 

, I 

It was in an effort to investigate these areas that a study of the quality of 

nursing care in geriatric wards was based on an analysis of the nurse ' s work role. 

It began with a comparison of the geriatric medical model with the geriatric 

nursing model. It was quickly noted that whilst geriatric medicine (Fig. 1) 

developed a working model based on the central concept of CURE, geriatric 

nursing was not able to adapt a general nursing model based on the central 

concept of CARE. The geriatric medical model adapted the main features of 

the traditional medical model to accommodate the particular features of its 

clientele. Diagnosis therefore expanded to include a pre-admission assessment, 

knowledge of altered reactions of illness in old age and treatment of acute on 

-------------- ---------
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chronic conditions. Treatment also expanded to include rehabilitation and 

day hospital care as well the more traditional therapies of medication and 

surgery. The outcome, CURE, was also re-defined to encompass concepts 

such as optional functioning or maintenance therapy. 

However, when nursing literature was scrutinized in the same manner in 

order to ascertain how the traditional nursing model based on ~ as one would 

expect - the concept of care, was developed to meet the distinct needs of 

geriatric patients, a number of difficulties arose. Most importantly, no 

unified nursing model based on the concept of care emerged. However, what 

could be construed as the rudiments of a geriatric model based on the concept 

of care were identified in the work of Rudd (1954) and more specifically in 

Norton's (1962) work. (Fig. 2) This geriatric nursing model emphasized the 

central importance of care, both from the physical activities and interpersonal 

aspects; it advocated the need for accurate patient assessments and the develop-

ment of individual patient care plans. _The nurse's skill repertoire was also 

identified as involving both rehabilitative aspects and nurturative skills. Goal 

setting was specific to each patient's potential for recovery and self care. 

Norton's early model for geriatric nursing as outlined in Fig. 2 was not utilized 

as extensively as its equivalent medical model. One possible reason for this may 

have been that the nursing profession as a whole at that time had not fully 
. 

accepted care as its central concern but rather looked to the medical model of 

cure for professional validation. 

2. Identification of the TNF Indicator 

Identification of an early geriatric nursing model however, helped to out-

-
line functions of the nurse's the,rapeutic role in the care of the elderly. It was 

on this basic framework that the TNF indicator was developed. The aim of this 

measure was to identify those n.urses \v.ho gave patient-centred or therapeutic 
'. 

care from nurses who gave routine-centr.ed or non-therapeutic care. 

-- - - ------------
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~Whil~t ~o.x.:totl "s :basjc ~eriq.tr~ nursing model had identified key concepts in 

the"' provision of nursing care, if W;aS felt that a conceptual framework outlined 
"-

by Dickoff, James and Wiedenbach ' ( 1968) in their paper "Theory in a Practice 

Discipline" would eventually prove a more sensitive indicator of the components 

required to identify therapeutic aspects o"-E. the nurse's care of elderly patients -

"-
or her TNF score. The framework identified three main areas (Fig. 3) - the 

recognition of the goal of nur'sing care (goal content), an outline of the action 

taken by the nurse to achieve the stated goals (prescription) and an evaluation 

of whether the goal had been successfully achieved (the outcome) . 

The TNF indicator (Fig. "4) was dfistributed in questionnaire form to a 

random sample of Ward Sisters in one-quarter of geriatric wards in Northern 

Ireland. It comprised a total of 34 questions to which Ward Sisters could 

respond either positively or negatively. Responses were scored on ordinal 

-
type scales ranging from 5 or 3 points awarded for what was ocnsidered a 

positive or therapeutic response to 1 point for a negative or non-thera.peutic 

response. (See Figs. 4, 5, 6.) Examples of a therapeutic response and a non-

therapeutic response to the question regarding a definition of geriatric nursing 

read thus: 

Q. How would you describe nursing in a geriatric ward? 

Al (Therapeutic) Geriatric nursing involves ...... having a genuine caring 

attitude, seeing patients as individuals, being progressive enough on the 

ward to make alterations, provide a therapeutic environment and ensure 

patient safety without over-protection. 

AZ (Non-therapeutic) Geriatric nursing involves . ... really hard work, 

real nursing. 

The total scores of each of the 34 items were then added to give the total 

TNF score for each Ward Sister (Fig. 6). These were then ranked and divided 

. . 

. 
~" . , 
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into upper and lower interquartile range. The underlying assumption of 

this measure was that those Ward Sisters who identified the goal of their 

nursing in terms of care, who organized care on an individual patient basis, 

who actively managed the ward and who monitored each patient's progress and 

reaction to nursing intervention would provide a level of care which was more 

therapeutic than Ward Sisters who did not set goals, prescribe individual care 

or monitor patient outcomes. 

Ward Sisters' TNF scores were then compared to certain demographic and 

Ward details. (Fig '. 7) The results showed that Ward Sisters who scored more 

highly on the TNF scale tended to be between 31-40 years of age, had worked 

on the ward between 6-24 months and had attained a good education level. 

Ward Sisters in the lower TNF quartile by contrast, were generally older (50+), 

had worked in the same ward for more than 5 years, and had few academic 

qualifications. They also worked in poorer ward conditions, had more patients 

per ward and poorer nurse-patient ratios. 

Thus on the basis of these observations the TNF indicator was thought to 

contribute more to the identification of the factors influencing the quality of 

nursing care than either patient dependency Iworkload studies or social system 

analyses. The measure had taken the nurse's role and built it up from a concept 

of care. It also saw the nurse ls role in multidimensional terms evaluating her 

potential effectiveness with such skills as ner ability to set individual care goals, 

prescribe, organize and evaluate care. It also took into account her perception 

and attitudes relating to her work with the elderly. 

The next and most difficult test for the TNF indicator however was to 

determine whether the quality of nur'Sing care given to patients in wards where 
" 

the Ward Sister had a high TNF score wa~ better than the care in wards where 

\ 
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the Ward Sister!1; TNF score w~ low. (Fig. 8) 
\ 

3. Testing the TNF Indicator - ' Measurin:g the Quality of Nursing Care , 
" 

A further measure was developed base? on the theoretical framework 

'. 
outlined in Fig. 3 .. This measure, called the TNF Matrix was used to assess 

the quality of a nursing activity (or its .thereapeutic content) by noting 

whether the observed initiation, process and outcome of care related to the 

prescribed or therapeutic initiatio~, process and outcome. The measure 

not only took nursing action into consideration but also attempted to grade 

the nurses! reaction to patients! emotional and psychologieal needs . These 

responses were seen as legitimate indicators of quality nursing care. If 

observed care corresponded to prescribed care, then the action was awarded 

optimal therapeutic marks (4 points each for the initiation, process and 

outcome ; if observed care corresponded poorly to prescribed care, then the 

action was given minimal thereapeutic marks which comprised one point for 

initiation, process and outcome phases of the activity. The therapeutic 

scores for patients on the wards were then added together to give a total 

therapeutic score for the ward. 

A non-participant observation technique was used by the researcher to 

record the therapeutic content of the interactions between eight patients and 

nurses on three different geriatric wards. Observations were restricted to 

the performance of a set of basic self-care activities - elimination, feeding, 

washing, dressing, undressing, bathing, exercising and communication. 

When the quality of nursing care in the high scoring TNF ward (White 

Ward) was compared to the results obtained in the low scoring TNF ward 

(Brown Ward), a significant difference was found to exist in all of the basic 

self-care activities save exercising. (Fig. 9). When the amount of time devoted 

i 
_ ._ .1 
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to self-care activities between the two wards was compared, no significant 

difference was found (Fig. 9). Thus, in terms of a quantity measure of 

nursing care, no difference would have shown up between the two wards, 

whereas using the TNF matrix quite significant differences were detected 

between the care provided by staff in either ward. 

A third ward, Red Ward, was studied to. test whether an increase in 

paramedical involvement and a different medical team approach would have 

a significant effect on the standard of nursing care. Red Ward had a low 

TNF score but whereas White and Brown Wards were located in the same 

geriatric ward and were under the same treatment regime for medical, para-

medical and managerial personnel, Red Ward enjoyed a different set of 

relations with its medical and paramedical personnel. However, the graph 

comparing the therapeutic content of nurse activity on patient outcomes in 

the three wards would seem to suggest that quality of care is more dependent 

on the TNF level of the ward sisters than on the range of extraneous variables 

impinging upon the nurse's activities. (Fig .10) 

The TNF scores of the ward sisters therefore proved to be quite sensitive 

indicators of the quality - or therapeutic content - of patient care. The thera-

peutic awareness of the ward sister also seemed to be determined more by her 

understanding and perception of her work role and how she organized and 

" managed nursing care 'on the ward than by extraneous variables such as medical 

policies, paramedical involvement or by environmental constraints. Such beliefs 

imposed on staff by the ward sister, whether implicitly or explicitly, had the 

effect of either facilitating or discouraging therapeutic or patient centred care. 

Where nursing care was described a,s therapeutic, patients' self care needs were 
, 

met in ways which afforded them optimal dignity, respect and independence. 

This was the case both for patients ,who we:-e in the so-called long-s~ay category 
, 

and for patients in the rehabilitation category. Where care was n~:m-therapeutic, 

patients' individual needs were not met, care wa's routine based. and little irupor-
./, ~ 

tancc was pbced on the need to maintain and develop patients' own self-care skills~ 
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Such fi.ndings have -obvious..'consequ~nces for the direction the profession 

must take in 'dt!veloping measures of the quality of pursing care. When standards , 

[ of care can be directly related to a me'as~re of the ward siter's awareness of her 

therapeutic function I then one must carefully evaluate the whole perception and 

t 
I 

'. 
orientation of the nurse's task in the care ot'the elderly. Thus, one could con-

" 

clude from this that in an effort to construct a sensitive indicator of the quality 

of nursing care the following factors must be taken into consideration: firstly, 

a definite attempt must be made to identify what we mean by nursing care; I 

would suggest that such a definition must rest upon the l::?asic concept of care 

and include not only what GrIffin (1983) has called the activities aspects i. e. 

doing for, serving, helping, but also the cognitive, moral and emotional aspects 

of care; secondly, working m9dels of geriatric care need to be developed; such 

structures can act as frameworks upon which to build new ideas and test 

developing knowledge; examples of models include Norton's (1962) basic geriatric 

model and Or em I s (1980) self-care model; thirdly, the profession needs to set its 

own goals and develop organizational and educational systems which facilitate 

better patient care; such goals must be built on a sound theoretical framework 

which clearly identifies the role and function of the nurse. From this systems 

of work organization and ward management can be built which reflect the 

important components of the nursing task. Thus the profession needs to look 

more objectively at the organization of nursing on geriatric wards; it needs to 

look at the way nurses are prepared for care of the elderly; it needs to be 

aware of the potentially negative situations which can develop, for example, 

where ward sisters are in post in the same ward for over 10 years, where little 

in-service training or educational up-date is encouraged, where there is little 

perception of patient needs save a routine approach to care and finally, one 

must recognize that quality of care rests with our level of commitment to work 

towards improving standards, whether it be through management, education, 

service or research. 
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Continuing education, it would be true to claim, has in recent years become 

a term with which most educators are familiar and its practice has become known 

by a number of terms, such as: refresher courses, in-service training, paid 

educational leave, etc. Yet the term does require a broad conceptual framework, 

so that it is proposed to adopt MacIntosh's (1979:3) broad definition of 'post 

initial education' since this appears to be the way that it is currently being 

employed. While it is be~ng employed in this way it must also be recognised 

that the term is used with a more restrictive connotation, that is as continuing 

professional education as opposed to liberal adult education. In this more 

restricted sense it refers to all forms of education and training that are offered 

to practising professionals after their initial preparation tor their chosen 

sphere of work. It is, perhaps this latter use that has assumed prevalence in 

recent times although it is necessary to recognise that both usages refer to 

a post-initial educational phase. 

While the term 'continu~ng education' has only recently come to the fore, the 

ideas underlying it (and, indeed, the term itself) are somewhat older, reflectin~ 

the nature of social change itself, which is evolutionary rather than revolution~ -

I ary. Consequently, knowledge has evolved and in the process of that evolution 

it has differentiated into a mUltitude of different branches. But, as Max Scheler 

(1980:76) pOinted out as early as 1923, different branches of knowledge evolve 

and change at different speeds. Hence, religious knowledge is slow to change 

and adapt, so that it sometimes appears to be out of line with contemporary 

thought. By contrast, technological knowledge changes with considerable rapidity. 

Indeed, Scheler regarded this form of knowledge as artificial, since it does 

not have time to become embedded in the culture of a nation before it has changed. 

He (1980:76) typified ,it as changing 'from hour to hour'. Hence, in a 

technological society, its infra-structural knowledge is 'artificial' and changing 

with great rapidity. 

C 
Professions, as occupational groups, are notoriously hard to define o. even to 

delineate with any degree of accord among scholars - but whatever list is 
" 

constructed and whatever definition"" is assumed, there might be more agreeIllent 

with the assertion that they, at least,_ are occupations whose practice is based 
"-

upon an area of knowledge. But that knowle9ge is not static and most professions 

utilise those branches of knowledge - that are'. changing most rapidly. Henc~, it 

is almost impossible now for a 

to expect to have to learn new 

"
.( , 

new recruit entering one of these protess~ons not 
. . '\, " "' - ~ 

knowled~e, after his in~ial preparation, ~~q, 

for this to continue throughout his career. Indeed, the more the practice of 
.., .. 't .. 

his profession is based directly upon that new knowlc<i'jc, the more essential it 
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is for the professional to learn it ~ a point to which further reference will 

be made. 

Continuing education, therefore, has grown in importance in recent years, , , 
especially in those professions that utilise technological knowledge and it is 

upon continuing professional education that this paper focuses. This is a 

relatively new phenomenon, there are few schools of continuing professional 

education and, indeed, little central planning and organisation of it. Hence, 

it is appearing, evolving in response to intrastructural knowledge changes, in 

a rather haphazard manner and, consequently, potential problems appear on the 

horizon - and indeed, are now coming much closer. Five of these are examined 

in this paper: provision, education and learning, the nature of attendance, 

curriculum design and re-licensing. Thereafter, there is a concluding discussion 
e that ~eeks to spotlight other elements in the future of this new branch of 

education. 

I PROVISION 

Since continuing education is emerging in such a haphazard manner the field is 

rather like a market place in which some people are prepared to sell commodities 

but are not completely sure what buyers wish to purchase. Departments and 

divisions of adult and continuing education are springing up in institutions of 

further and higher education, for a variety of reasons. Nearly everybody, except 

those wealthy enough not to be concerned, is in the murket seeking business and, 

for some, continuing education provision is being clutched at as the economic 

salvation of their educational institution. But educational institutions are not 

the only people in the market! There are private organisations, the professions 

~, themselves I the professional associations and, even the employers. It is a 

buyer's market! 

f 

I 
Yet can this continue? Exponents of a free market economy would argue that this 

is the way to ensure the survival of those institutions most able to provide what 

the consumer wants. But consumer sovereignty is an e~onomic and a social myth 

one that needs to be destroyed, especially in considering the nature of the 

provision of continuing professional education. Those institutions survive which 

are forceful enough to sell their commodity whether, or not, it is the one that I 
i 
, 
i 

f 

the consumer actually needs; they survive that are strong enough and have sufficient 

resources; they survive by strength not by utility. lienee, the free market does 

not mean that the buyer necessarily gains what he TIC,t,ds. In addition, the market 

is not free because it may be controlled by both th~ 11. nLlncing of continuing 

. 
t 
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professional education and the very nature of knowledge itself. 

Therefore, if an employing organisation is large enough ~o have many employees 

needing the same type of up-dating, the employer may decide that the organisation 

is best able to meet the continuing education needs of its employees. Hence, 

some large organisations now have both their own training and continuing educatio 

departments. Killeen and Bird (1980:28), for instance, suggest that something 

like 15% of the total work force in England and Wales received in-house education 
tj/OtA) 

leave in 1976-7. This trend may well ~: Doyle (1983:30-31) notes that in a 

recent survey of industrial corporations in Taxas, ~4% placed the training 

function no more than one reporting level from the Chief Executive Officer and 

74% said that they had increased their training budgets over the previous year'. 

Percentages may be misleading so consider the provision that a large company like 

General Motors in the USA makes for its employees: 

- a General Motors Institute (a degree awarding body with 2200 students) 

- General Motors Continuing Engineering Education Department 

- General Motors Education and Training Department 

Division ~ Plant Personnel Trainers 

- General Motors Marketing Education Department 

- General Motors Dealer Marketing Development Department (31 centres) 

- General Motors School of Product Service (31 centres) 

Five of the above seven are continuing education providers and the company employs 

nearly 1000 professional education and training personnel (Kost 1980:39). Perhaps 

it is also significant to note that Ge~eral Motors Institute is a degree awarding, 

State of Michigan registered, educational institution. 

Yet clearly not all employers are as large as General Motors and many organisation 

employ specialists for whom it would be uneconomic to provide continuing education 

In some of these instances the professional association, and professional 

organisations, such as the National Boards of Nursing, Health Visiting and Mid

wifery, either seek to provide or -t.;:> 'buy in' their continuing educational 

requirements. Other professional associations, such as the Institute of Personnel 

Managers, are actively seeking to co-op~rate with institutions of higher education 

in the provision of continuing educafion. ',In still other instances, there is 

collaboration between employrng Org~isatib~~, ~rofessional q~sociat~ons . and 
institutions of higher education in estabiishin~~specific units of 'contih~ns 

education for a group of professionals, e.g. the Natiohai H~alth ~Service cbn~in~in 
, 

Education Unit for Architectural Staff established at the University of' York 

(Todd, 1984:89-104). More recently, the British Pharmaceutical Society has 
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re-emph~sized the nature of the mark~t place of c~ntinuing education by advertising , 
for tenders for a continuing educat~~n research project with its members (Times 

Higher Education Su~plement 7.9.84). 

, 
Clearly then, ~t present the professional a~sociations are actively seeking co-

o~eration with iri~titutions of higher education, so that the market place model 

does not depict reality accurately but neither is it entirely false. Indeed, 

Killeen and Bird (1980:27-28) suggest that in 1976-1977 about one million people 

were enabled to attend continuing education courses offered by institutions 

of further and higher education - but the extent to which these institutions 

will be able to capture this slice of the market remains to be seen. Hohlmann 

(1980:83-94) notes that in the United states the professional associations are 

not only buyers of educational services but they are also regulators and 

providers cf such services • . Indeed, she (1980:85) demands, 'If professional 
~ 
~, associations do not ~egulate behaviour and provide continuing education, who will?' 

It is perhaps significant that Milton stern (1980:23) predicts that: 

Universities will be proportionately reduced as providers of 

continuing professional education; the providers will be the 

professional associations. 

It may not always be possible to translate trends in the U.S.A. to western Europe 

but it is important to recognise what is occurring in America and to realise that 

they may happen here also. Hence, two questions, at least, arise from this 

discussion: 

- who shculd provide continuing education? 

- is Milton stern's prediction likely to occur this side of the Atlantic? 

II CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONTINUING LEARNING 

The concepts of leducation' and 'learning.' often are treated as if they are 

synonymous phenomena but this is a conceptual confusion that results in policy 

decisions being made that are over-simplistic. Learning is often regarded as the 

outcome of the educational process but this is a very restricted view of the 

concept and it may be defined as 'the acquisition of knowledge, skill or attitude 

by study, experience or teaching' (Jarvis 1983:5). Hence, an individual can 

learn about any new developments in technological knowledge relevant to his 

~ professional practice by studying the relevant literature on the topic or by 

reflecting upon experiences in professional practice, so that he may not require 

teaching. Learning is, therefore, a wide concept and one that is almost 

synonymous with living, certainly with living and being awake! Hence, continuous 

learning may be an activity in which a professional ~ndulges because he is a 
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professional in practice - but it is important here to distinguish between 

continuous learning from experience and continuous learning from study. 
o{\ 

Reflecti~ upon professional experience may lead to the practitioner developing 

new insights into his practice but it cannot lead himf to knowledge of 

technological innovations, and to some forms of new technological knowledge. 

But awareness of need may well _drive the professional to study the relevant 

literature, interest in the topic may compel the professional to do the same, 

so that it might be claimed that p~ofessionalism compels the practitioner to 

keep abreast with new developments in the knowledge base of his profession in 

order that he can render the best possible service to his client. It is, 

therefore, maintained here that continuing learning is an intrinsic feature of 

professionalism and that the practitioner cannot even be considered a professiona 

if he has not endeavoured to keep abreast with new developments. This argument 

may be pursued a stage further by claiming that the failure to keep abreast with 

these new developments is not only an issue of professionalism but it is one of 

morality, since failure to be the master of the knowledge upon which the 

professional practice is based results in the practitioner being unable to offer 

his client the best possible service. Unfortunately, not all practitioners do 

keep abreast. 

Hence, this section must conclude with three brief questions: 

- to what extent s~ould a profession be aware of the continuing learning 

among its members? 

- how can a professional association assist its members to keep abreast 

with latest developments? 

to what extent 'should continuing learning be a moral question in 

professional practice? 

III MANDATORY CONTINUING EDUCATION 

It was suggested that continuing learning is an intrin~c el~ment in professional

so that if practitioners do actua\ly keep abreast with these dev~lopmen~s why 

should continuing education co~rses be necessary? Simply because no~ everyone 

keeps abreast with the late9t developments in their field and not-every 

practitioner is a continuing learQer by s~dy. 

quite clearly that 16% of medical practit~on~rs 

Indeed, Rogers (1962) showed 

were laggards in their approach , , 

to learning new knowledge. Houle (1980:159) d~sc~ibes t~ese ~s tqe gr~up ~ho: 
.,. .... --

learn only what they must know i-f they a:r;:.e .to _.reJ:n~in in practice .. 

Their performance' is so poor that they are a mer~ce to their 

clients and a source of embarrassment to their colleagues. 
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Indeed, their chief source of ne~, information is' toe representatives of the 
"'e ",. 

manufacturing companies who ~ t~~~nvince practitioners that they should 

adopt ' new drugs, ' techniques, supplie~''' etc. Bernatdi (1974, cited in Houle 

1980:159) examined pharmacists and discovered two groups: those who did and , 
th0se who did 'not participate in UniversitTsponsored continuing education. 

The non-participants received their information from sales and service 

representatives and from the brochures that accompanied any material pur-chased. 

Advertising material and descriptive brochures are hardly the best source of 

new knowledge upon which to base professional practice, or even the best source 

of continuing learning! Indeed, one of the fruits of ~igher education, it is 

to be hoped, is a critical awareness that recognises that information is neither 

necessarily knowledge nor neutral, and it certainly does not provide the 

professional with sufficient'knowledge upon which to base his practice. 

Hence, it may be argued that professions and professional associations are being 

forced to introduce mandatory continuing education in order to protect the public 

from the worst practices of the poorest members of the profession. But, it may 

be asked: 

- are mandatory courses sufficient to ensure that the laggards become 

competent to practise, or should some form of re-licensing be 

introduced? 

- to what extend should continuing learners be exempt from courses 

in continuing education? 

IV CURRICULUM DESIGN 

From the earlier discussion it is clear that any continuing education course._ 

for established practitioners will contain participants who have mixed levels 

of knowledge and experience: some will have been continuing learners and others 

will view continuing education as a necessary evil to be endured rather than an 

opportunity to explore and exchange ideas and knowledge with specialists and 

;1:1 colleagues. This is not mixed ability teaching but something much more common 

in the education of adults, teaching people with different levels of experience, 

knowledge and motivation. However, this does raise a number of quite significant 

issues in curriculum design that may be clothed in the traditional language of 

education. The continuing learner may attend a specific continuing education 

provision because he is well versed in the area, interested in current 

developments in the field, knows what he wants and eager to get it. By constrast, 

the laggard may attend because he has to, if it is mDndatory, and because pressure 

has been put upon him to do so, but not because he hus any real interest in the 
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(:,or 
area ~because he knows what he wants. He may have needs but he may not 

know what they are! Providers of continuing education can discover the 

wants and the interests of the continuing learner by approaching him and 

asking him either prior to a course or during the opening sessions. By 

contrast, the laggard may not know his needs and, even if he did, his 

level pf need would be totally different from that of the continuing learner. 

With the former the curriculum content may be rightfully negotiated with the 

continuing learner but in the latter it may have to be specified by the 

profession or the continuing educator. Similarly, the continuing learner 

may be highly motivated to learn, so that facilitative approaches -to teaching 

and learning may be appreciated because this demands active participation 

from the learner. Such motivation may not be present with laggards, so that 

the methods employed may have to be a little more teacher directed. Bu~ 

facilitative methods and active participation are the more efficient learning 

methods, so that the lack of motivation may actually result in the laggards 

receiving less efficient teaching and learning. 

Hence, numerous issues of curriculum design arise, including: 

- should continuing learners and laggards be subject to the 

same continuing education expectations? 

- should more individualised educational techniques be adopted 

in continuing education? 

to what extent should profession use continuing education as 

a means to control the -laggards? 

V RELICENSING 

i The question of control is, to some extent, a question of ensuring that those 
q 

who are licensed to practise are actually competant to do so. Qualifying 
I 

examinations are no more than a statement of certification that in the opinion 

of a group of specialists a new recruit to a profession is competent to 

enter professional pra~t~ce. ~ut wit~ the artificality of te~nological knowle 

those qualifying examinations do not indicate competence to practise for years 

after entry to the profession. Clearly continuing learners keep abreast with 

their professiona~ practice and ~hey m~ be among the most professionally 

competent practitioners, although this J.~'-,an equation th~t caI:lnot pe 4lrawn 

with certainty, but what of the laggards? perhqps they sh~uld b~ require? 

to demonstrate their continuing competence? _ _ ~ut, e~en if ~he response to 

this thetorical que~tion were to be in the affirmative ,< the problems of 

discovering the laggards and examining their competence are almost 
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insurmountable and aimost unprofessi~nal. Yet ' should this give the laggards 
~ , 

freedom to remain laggards? Herlc~, it might De argued that mandatory 
~... '" continuing' education might be seen as a way of control and, even, as an initial 

step in the introduction of mandatory r~licensing of professional practitioners. 

In the Unitea States, pharmacists have accepted that 'in the interests of the 

public welfare; pharmacists should be subject to evaluation and relicensure 

at periodic intervals. (The Continuing Competence of Pharmacists 1974:432, 

cited in Houle 198~:279-280). In addition, specialist groups in medicine have 

also already accepted the need for relicensing. perhaps one of the most 

significant innovations that has occurred in America is that as early as 1968 

the American Medical Association introduced the concept of the Physician's 

Recognition Award, which is a certificate, valid for three years only, 

specifying that the physician had spent 150 hours in a variety of forms of 

continuing education, including - attending courses, reading, publishing etc. 

By 1979, a total of 178,232 awards had been made and these, at least, 

demonstrate the continuing learners - but it will also be noted that by their 

lack of such certification every three years the laggards become a little more 

visible. Hence, can they be compelled to attend continuing education or else 

be debarred from practice? Clearly, the relationship between continuing 

education and relicensing is very close and it is a problem that will remain 

with the majority of professions during the coming years. 

Hence, it is necessary to enquire whether: 

relicensing should be related to continuing education in this way? 

continuing education should be regarded as remedial education in 

order to ensure continuing competence in professional practice~ 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

Expenditure on continuing education is growing and will continue to do so, 

of this there seems to be little doubt. In the United States the annual 

spending on internal and external continuing education was estimated at 

$30 billion in 1972 and projected to be $50 billion by 1980 (Kost 1980:38). 

If the European Economic Community develops in the same direction, and it 

appears to be doing so, then it can confidently be anticipated that continuing 

education will expand here as well. Thus, it may appear that educato~s 

are going to have to embrace this new branch of education, This raises some 

quite significant questions about the educational nature of continuing 

education. Most education courses are controlled and accredited by a variety 

of professional and educational bodies: 
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- who is to ensure the quality of continuing education provision? 

If the Universities do this, then does it mean that courses, such as taught 

masters courses, will become a means of continuing education and Iquality 

control I for the professions. But what of the short, specialist course 

or conference, mounted for a specific purpose - how can this be contro~led? 

The final issue that must be recognised in this discussion is that among the 

main concerns of continuing education at present are those of provision, 

access and control. But once these basic organisational concerns have been 

confronted, continuing education will become a practice for academic study, 

and a separate academic sub-discipline. This knowledge will form the basis 

upon which another profession will grow and there will be qualifying 

examinations to this new profession and, finally, there may emerge the need 

for continuing education for the continuing educators. 

'. . 
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INDIVIDUALISED TEACHI~G AND LBaRNING 

Individualised teaching and learnine may be defined as the 
'teaching and learping transaction in which one teacner teacnes 
one learner I (Jarvis and uibson,1985l1). This process usually 
occurs in the non-formal mode of education. Perhaps the term 
I non-formal , requires some clarification. LaBelle~1982'161-162) 
defines it as 'any organized. systematic, educational activity 
carried on outside the framework of the formal system to provide 
selected types of learning to particular sub-groups in the 
population of adults as well as children'. liowever, within the con
text of nurse enucation the term'formal system' is a little mislead
ing since much individualised teacnine and learning occurs within 
the formal system but outside of the educational organization, so 
that it is proposed to re-define non-formal slightly. In this 
context, non-formal education is regarded as: 

An,.v organized, systema. tic, educ8.do'!"al activity carried on 
outside tne educational organization to proviae selected 
types of learninc to particular sub-groups of the population. 

Thus individualised teacninc and learninG usually occurs in nurse 
education within the context of the world of work, rather than the 
scnool of nursing or the college department,etc. This is a partic
ular type of activity, making specific demands on both the teacher 
and the learner. Indeed, it is a common and very important form 
of teachinG and learning, to which insufficient empnasis has been 
given in educational tneory. 

This paper does not seek to explore all the theoretical aspects 
of this form of education, although it focuses upon three: the 
elements of the educational transaction; the roles of the teacher; 
the skills of the teacrter. 

THE ELli:UEl'~TS OI<' THE EDUCATIOKU Tlt.Al~s;.Cl'ION. 

Perhaps the term 'transactionl is itnelf a rather strange term to 
use for some, since education is often vie,,'ed as the transmission 
of knowledge and skill from the teacner to the learner and,as such, 
there appears to be little need for a transaction. nowever, this 
rather traditional approach to educ~tion is one that is not adopted 
here, especially in a one-to-one interaction between adults. Hence, 
it is argue~ here that in such a Situation, education should always 
be regarded a:- a transaction. 

Kiddt1973:269) suggests that there are five essential elements in 
such a transaction: learqer, teacher, group, setting/Situation 
and subject matter. ~y contrast,W~demeyer(1981:38) suggests tna~ 
in any teaching and learninc situat~oD there are only four sucn 
elements I teacher, learner(s), communication mode and sUDject 
matter. ~n effect there is very little ~ifference between these 
two lists since Kidd was discussing the'te~ching and learning 
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transaction and Wedemeyer t~e situation in which it occur.S. 
,. -..z 

~e Qoncern here is not with the su~ject matter, since that will 
\ 

v~ w~th a numueF of factors inc~uding the branch of nursing, 
midw~fery or healtn visiting in which tne teaching and learning 
occurs and the stage of tne course" wnieh the learnet' nas achieved. 
~he teaChers may be field work, pra~lcar~ork or clinical nurse 
teaChers, they may be ward s~sters or"communlty teaching midwives. 
Additionally, tney may De tra'ined in the arts of individualised 
teacu.iug and learning or they may merely b~ seeking to use their 
skills a~d common sense. The learuers, byeontras~, ' may De exper
ie~ced nurses seeking ad~t~o,~l qualificatlouS or tney ma, De 
new recrul.ts eu'teriur; nursing. nence, lt may De seen 'toot tuese 
Ulree factors are not really the cOuceru of this aspect of tne paper 
bu~ that the otner two are quite esseutlal, so tcat tt.e situatiou 
and the commuui~a~iou mode w~11 now be discussed iu greater detail. 

.:ii tua tiou; 'l'radi tional teacnlnc: and leartl~u£ 1:neory never seems 
'to cousider tl'll,S to De a proolem siuce .1.1; occurs wi'tu.lu tue context 
of tue educational organlzatiol~' wuereas i. ... .l.S lorm ""I" ~:..;.,ca T ~'~' . .;..:.., 

by definition, outside- of tbe normal lramework of 'tne educational 
ore;anization. In the traditional form of ed.Ucatlon, the clasEroorr. 
is automatically assumed to be the place in Which teaching and 
learning occurs, bUt in non-formal education there may be no 
classroom an~ many different situations may occur which can be 
-ret;arded as~. classroom. 'l'he following ~l.m~· ~omt:: _Q; tae pOb::-:..r.l-s ·\' ... ~I..les: 
in the 110spital - ward, depar~ment, sister's/charge nurse's office, 
hospital corridc+,stafr room, staff canteen, seminar/tutorial room; 
in the community - health centre office ;' treatment room. or staff 
room, house of client or patient or tne car of the teacher or the 
learner. 
Clearly some of these locations are rather public and the teacher 
may nav~ to use her discretion in deciding the venue of the transac
tion. Every teacher should oe a~re of the possibilities cf her 
"ork si tua tiOD and be prepared to utillse tllem in an appropriate 
manner. 

Communica tion Mode; 'llbe classroom aas tradi tionally meant that 
the mode of communication between the teaCher and the learner 
has been one bounded by space and time. Learners nave tradltiQoally 
been forced to be in tne pnyaical presence of the teacher. Writing 
was tne first invention that made it possible for this to be c:~nged 
and while i~ nas occurred throughout history, ec the Letters of 
st Paul, there nas been a marked reluctance to break the space-time 
barrier. Distance learning nas, however, become an accepted mode 
of education, espeCially since the foundation of tne upen University, 
so tnat tne student nurse may nOli recognise that she doee not have 
to be in the physical presence of her teacner in order to ~earn 
from her. This ought to mean tnat teacnero in the one-to-one 
situation Bhould now begin to prepare some epecific mit~ial for 
learners to use when they .are working iu a different location to 
their teachers. These may be written, Dut recent i~novations in 
tecnnology now make it possible for sucn aids aa audio tapes to 
be prepared that a student mignt play in hcr car uefore, or after, 
she nas made a visit, etc. nence, the communication mode may change 
according to the skill or the ima.clnation of the teacher. 
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".1rlE ROLES OF THE TEACaER 

Teachi~ a~ults in an individualised teaching and learning transaction 
spotlights the roles that the teacner plays and extends them beyond 
the normal lis~s drawn up ~ scholars. K1dd (1973&293), for instance, 
suggests more tnan most when he specifies eight, 

-animating and insp1ring attention aud oommitment 
-presenting infqrmation and demonstrating processes 
-raising relevant questions and developing hab1ts of self-questioning 
-clarifying difficulties and oDscur1ties 
-drawing parallels and finding relationships 
-reflecting feelings 
-expressing agreement and support 
-evaluating, or developing the learner's capacity for self-

evaluation. 

"hile all of these are very releva r.t, and will be discussed below, 
tnere are at least two otn.er roles tnat must be adaed in order to 
reflect the reality of an ind~vidualised teachinG and learning 
~ransaction Detw~en adults. 

-confidan"te 
-counsellor aad academic guide~support 

It will be noted immediately that tnis list is far wider than that 
for Wh1Ch teachers are generally prepared in their initial training • 
.!1owever, it is now necessary to examin<: each of these, aloeit briefly. 

Anima. ting; :Most people who emDark on p-Npa;ra tiol! for a profession 
are highly motivated, so that this is not somethin& that should 
concern th~ "teacner unduely. let, at anotner level, it is importaut 
since tne teacner can help inspirE- the learller to keep abreast 
with new developments in tne theory and p!uctice of nursing in order 
to maintain high standal"ds of care. 

Presenting information& This rather reflects a traditional perspective 
upon teaching, althOugh it by no means does juatice to ~idd's own 
understanding of the arts of tne exercise. 'J.'each1nt; is an art, naving 
many different methods, and tn18 Ul not the place to expound upon 
all of these, a1 tnougn this llil,s Deen undt:rtaken e] fH~where (Jarvis, 
1903: 112-1t>~). ' 

~iBing relevant questions, In a sense this is a teach1ng metuod, 
the socratic "tecnnique. Yet, there is another sense 1n which it is 
at toe heart of professionalism, because jt is the essential task 
of every teacher to create a sense of crit1cal awareness 1~ studen"ts 
so that they never take information or ld~aa fqr cran~ed.' 

Clarifying difficulties: .often ~ne of th,' most Blf,"nlficant ro1.ea 
tnat a teacher can play is to, nel~the lenrner Bce wnerein her diff
icuI ty lie. 'lIme does not automa tlC4.,lly mean thn t the tEl,acher 
tells/shows the learner how to rectify- it l>ecaus~ once tne 
cu.fflcul"ty is isola ted 1 t become,s a ,pro tJ,~fl III that tM 1 earner may 
seek to solve for nerself. One of t'4.e ,m.'~l ~rta of tenchl.ng adults 
is the ability of the teacher "to stand back abd BI]ow tne learner 
to solve problems for herself, 1a creatinE: au-,;onomoua ratuer tnan 
dependcut lea,c:ners. 
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...:rawiue l.arc:-.llels; ""Paroaps tcu.s ~s vne of the ... ost significant 
ele,,,eu"ts in the ... ule of ~ tn~ te~chs::.' in till HIIHVid:..:..._li:ll!d ·"o;,.&.cni71, 
c:.llU l€:a-ruin..; s,i;t\l.J. t ... vU,. si~c\ ",.UC'l1 or '~H1 , i a.,C1:....i-:"l.i.:· oc C 1)1':; HI ' 

~'d0 pra.cl.~c:al S1. "l.iat~Ol1. Her€:: t:le " .... a(; :.o;,. J ca .. _, (. 2.1.' 'c ' l' 1", j 'll(..l 

S:. L1.t._ ~ rell.:'\'8.:I':>t::, or i ,lh: Cl:' E'~.; i.ci.t._.p,-'r:: ... .<' ' S ~~" .. 1~ ~ ' :J ( J ..... ;. ll",l:lit> ; . 

":'IJ " " . , :. , ; _ ';;.' 1. ..., t. tJ ::: .... v:" l..... .;(..,.3'...11 OJ" ! .H:~·e. I" i .. , ' tuerefore , 
quite eS8ehti~1 that t~e 'teacher in'~n iudividualised teacning and 
learniu& situation knows the theory as well as the practice. In 
this mann~r sne can minimise the gulf \hat appears between theory 
and practide and between the sCho~l/col~ge and the' actual situation 
of clinical nUfsing. 

lieflecting feelings: Pra .. ;tice in auy caring profession must always 
involve an affective element and ~he · teacher rnzy help the student 
cope with her emotion's at two levels: initially, there is the 
emotional response to learning itself, a course of study may 
generate such a response from a learner and the teacher should always 
tr;-' to be responsive to the lea+ne:::"s situation; secyndly, in tne 
ac~ 0; car~ng tnere is an emotional investment ana dur1n~ preparation 
fo:::, "tne rol~ tne learne:::- na~ to come to terms, in as mucn as she 
is able, wita tne proolems that this involves. ,because the teachin& 
and learning is individualised. tnese emotions are much more l~kely 
to become apparent and to play a significant, part in tne interaction 
between teacher and learner tnan tneyare in ' the trrlditional 
classroom relationship. 

Expressing agreement or support: It is perhap9 significant that 
Kidd expresses this as a posi-;;ive role ratner than as a negative 
response to the learner. Teache_r s do have to help a lea.rner to 
knOYi tnat she is either rignt or lfrOne;, if tnere is sucn an ev-<iluation 
to an act, but it is better fo:::, the.stuaent to discover for herself 
tnat sne nas make a mistake and fo:::, the teacher to support her Dotn 
Yine!l she is ri~nt or wnen she is 1'irong. 'l 'nis does not mean ttla t 
tne teacner snou: Id not nelp tne student to become aware of 
mistaKe~, only that it is often better to nelp the stUdent dis~0ver 
this fo= herself than to confront ner witn ner error. tlcnce, a 
role 0: tne teacner in individualised teaching and. learn~nc 18 

tnat of acting as a source of support. 

Bvaluating: ~mny teachers in in on&-to-one teacning and learning 
transactions are forced to act as aSSeSSOTIJ or evaluators of tne 
students wnem they teacn. '~'his is often a very dU ficul t role, 
especially if the relationship between the two 1s olle of mutu.'ll 
friendship. nowever, toe mu~uality of the relationship may actually 
mean that there can arise a mutual1ty of assessment, since ~t is 
frequently to the benefi ~ of toe teacner to have some form of 
assessment made of ner own ~etloe made on occasions. 

'Confidantet Tne individualised teachin,..: Clnd learmng transactio'l 
may result in a good personal relat'ionanl}l Deing e~tabl1Dl1ed between 
the teacher ~nd the learner and if tn~s 00CurS, tnen the teacner 
may become aiconfidanteiof tne learner. Confidenc~a given should 
be treated in the manner that they are given, So thnt they Should 
not be broken, even if they relate to tne course of study that 
tne learner is undertaking. However, if the teachor tnlnka that 
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sne has beep entrusted with Borne. information wh1cn should De revealed, 
sne should Beek the learner's permission to reveal it or persuade 
the learner to do so, since if ane breaks that confidence She may 
never be able to regain it and this would hinder ner performing 
her teaching role thereafter. 

Counsellor. 1n a one-to-one teacuin~ and learning transaction, there 
1s always the pOSSiDility that tne personal relationShip establ~sned 
oetween tne teaCher and tne learuer will result 1n the latter seek1ng 
cousel11ng from the former. Wn1le this type of help may net De 
expected. from tne teacner it may De difhcult not to offer 1t witnout 
putting tne personal relat10nsnip at risk. »ut·no teacher should 
De expected to nave counselling skllls,and even if she has them , 
sue may wish to concentrate upon tne teaching role wn1le referring 
'tne student to anotner cousellor. J5Y coutrnst, tHe nelp sOllgnt may 
merely De that of academic guide or adViser and in tnis iustance 
the 'teacner in the indiVidualised teach1Tl(; and learn~ng s1 "C.ua tion 
Should nave sufficient knowleage to provla~ tne support that the 
learnp.r seeks. 

ThuS it may De seen tnat the roles of th~ teaCher in tne indiVidualised 
situation are nifferent to tnose of the teacne ... ~n the classroom, 
the difference being in the nature of tne relationship be'tween teacner 
and learner. Yet it mignt De claimed tnat there snould be no diff
erence since the teacuer still teaChes and the learner is still 
expecte~ to acquire that informat~on. nowever, this would De 
disputed nere siuce it is claimed tna~ ~t is tne duty of the 
teacner in an 1ndividualised teacn~r.g and learnine transaction to 
establiSh tne type of relatiouship r.ith tne learner in wnich t .. e 
latter feels at ease and best able to lear~ aud tlllS entails tne 
creation of a relationShip between tne two persous. Ouce thls 
relationsnip is establisoea, tnen 'tnere ~o a POSSibility tnat any 
or all of these roles ~y be playea. Hence, this demands especial 
skills from the teacuer. 

TtlE S"lCILLS O}~ 'J.'t1J!. '.rEhCtiEli. 

It will be apparent from tne aforeg01n& discussion tnat tnere are 
a numller of sk~lls that tne teacner requlLoes, includl.ngl the knowledge 
and ab~l~ty to pract~se ner profes8iou competently, toe knowledge 
and Bk~ll to be an educator of adults ar~ tne ab111ty to make and 
sust.aiu iuterpersonal relatl.ous even iu tjmes of s'tress. 

Sioee tne teacuer iu tne indl vldualised ieaCll1ng and learnl.ng 
trausac't1.on loB usually a prac t~ 'tl.oner of uursiug, iu 'tlnB 1U&tance, 
sue becomes a role model for uer learue"o f'ven if /We delluerate.1Y 
trl.es to prevent this happeu~ug. "~erefor~, any pro~Bsl.onal wno-. 
seeks to teacu a learner lu BUCu a Bl.tuntlon mus~ endeavour to 
keep abreast wi'tn tne latest developme\l~u In ner profess16na~ prac
tice, so tna t Bue presents 'toe learuer ,1"1 tu a mode'l uo~u of a 
pra.ct~ t~ouer and of o::.e 1t'I10 ~s profeBs~o;w.l enougu to uuderstand 
toe knowledge upo .... wn1cn tna t practice 1R Oa~ed. 'l'h~s, iu l.tself 

'\ 
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presents tne practl. 1;J,oner W1. 'tn cousl.dera[») e respoU8j..,.L .U 'ty. llOWt!ver, 
ner 1iask lo~ .s:tgn~r1can'tly -m~r.e dl.fflcull. S.LUCc; Due ~lSO Beeks 'to 

-pla.r 'tae ~ol:e'-..!!f teay)\eJ.". <.. ~~_ . .... uc.;. ; ttou.I.ol ..... ., is no new occupa t:ton, uut 
in recent y~rt3, tn~ ed,uea tl.{)l\, of a .... d~l ts na~ also prolesslonalised, 
prod-uc.a.ng 1't[. own body of 'tnep~~t~ea~ and' praC'tical Kuowledge. lienee, 
tne teacuer in the 1ndividualisee. s1 t-uatlou 1s oxpected 'to De tlle 
mascer of tnat knowledge and skil! also. ~'traddllng two areas of 
professional knowledge and skill ie ,a ' demand1ng undertaking and 
yet it is one tna. t many people :tn nUrsiTlf,', ui1dwifery and Deal'tu 
visitinl; are "expected to undertake. Pe~:napB it is a role to wnicu 
more atteutlon needs to 'be giveu. However, lot 1s not tne purpose 
of tnis secti'on to focus so mucn upou tnes't> areas >but upon tne 
aspect of lonterpersonal relations. 

Mucn nas' been wri tt'en about iuterpersoual sk:tlls aud 1 t would 
pernaps be unwise to repeat it all here, out it is esseut1al for 
the teacoer to uave ooto toe self-conflclence and self!..awareuess 
to endeavour to create a relatl.OnSnlp in 1rulcu tne learner cau 
feel free to De norself, for it l.S in BUCH all environment tnat 
adult learning oest occurs. One of tne first tnings t.nat this 
demands of the teacuer is 'tuat sne steps out from uel1l.ud tne 
oarriers of ner organl.zatloons1 aU~Lority and seekn to create a 
genu~ ... e person relatiqnsoip wi tr.. t.ne lear .. er. ~'ne teacner sllould, 
tnerefore, speud some time getting 'to kuow tne lenruer OU votn a 
per-oual and a professioual level. Z'ernap!.' tul.B suould ue under'take .. 
uefore sne reads any reports tna t uave ue~rl matt£! about tIle learner, 
so tnat tne lat'ter l.S not laoelled l.u Ller ml.nd Defore tne fl.rst 
meetl.tJg occurs. it is tlle respousioili'ty for the teacner 'to'oreak 
tne ice l witn tile learner ana. tnl.s may lJest be undertaKen in an 
informal ~ituation, even away from toe work settl.l~ if possl.Dle. 
'rime is a1 ways a pro ulem in tnis ~tlStaucc, siuce nel ~ier "tJ.ie teacuer 
[lOr t ... e learner may nave tnat time, so thnt an iuitia) meeting 
may oest occur in a coffee Dreak or even 111 tne luncn hour. ~'nis 

meeting is very important since it create: . tne clllll3te III wnicn tlle 
relationsn~p l.S estaoll.sl!ed. Adult educhtors nave lone: recognised 
tlle significance of tne first class meetl.llt: in crcatlne the rignt 
atmospnere with their class from the outset, tnis f1rst meeting be
tween teacner and learner~y also be as oiVlific~nt in that it 
crea tes the expectations with which the ) (>:~rner will a pproacn tne 
next meetings she nas witn the teacher. Hence, the teacner nas 
to recognise that the student may: 

-be rather anxious and need some reaSBurance 
-nave questions about the teachinc and learninL': ei tuat10n, 

but not the confidence to ask them 
-want to know more about the Bltuatioll iu wh1ch ohe will be 

working 
-want to kuow some of tne ex.pectationti tnat tnt ' teacuer nas of oer 
-want to be tolci about tlle programme of eVentu,etc • 

.t1ence, the teacner soou1d ensure from tht· out.set tnn t snE: seeks to 
encourage the student to ask whatever qUf'ptionn flnc haB aud 'tnat 
there l.S adequate time for this to occur. Additiol~Llly, the teacner 
may antiCipate certain questions and actunl1y prepare a snort 
handout in wnicu all tne necessary iuforwltion l" prov1ded. 

Apart from toe l.u.itial meeting, the teacuP!' l:Inou}d consciously 
seaK to develop ner 1nterpersoua.l skl.llu durlnc ncr daily work, botu 
witn ner students and with uer patl.eutB/cllen1..B. ',l'ne 'work envl.roument 



does lend ~ tsel!" to tn~s type of developmeu't, Bluoe ~uC teaclJe,l,. is 
iuvol ved w1 'tn people iu so many d~fferent Bl. 1:ua tiou8. ',L'ne acqlU.S~ Ition 
and developmen1: of 1:ne following skills mhy prove eX1:remely 
useful to tue teacuer in order for uer 'to !Jecome more efflc1eut ~1l 

tue teacniug and learning 'transaction; tne aLlill~Y 'to I 

-11steu 
-hear wnat is said and note wua~ ~s left UL~ald 
-detect emot~onal sig~ls 
-note otner non-verbal cues 

I 

-respond appropriately and iu a car1ng manner. 

Teacners may consider tnat tnfee are 'tne ok111s of n sens1tlve 
persou and oues tnat should De exerclsed uy any nUl.'se, midwlfe or 
nea1 .. u V1S.L tor. And so tney snould! ~Iney are 'tue skllls upon 
WulCU tue prac,,~ce of tue carine professl.ons ~8 uasea and. it must 
De rec ognlsed tnat teacnlDg .LS a cariut; professiou, BO 'tfla't tnese 
skills must De qui1:e deliDerately appl~ed to tne llmlvidual1sed 
1:eacn1D£' aud learuitlb 'trausac'tlOh. 

IndiVidualised teacninr; and learn1U~; tne ,)ry 18 not. wull developed 
Slnce it is au educa'tlonal traosactlon t.t1C1 t rar~ly occurs in iUl tial 
educatiou, aud it i8 iu tuis spue~'e tnat mas" 'tneory uas beeu 
developed. 'l'neory 1s oeg1 .. niuc 'to occur lu tne educatlon 01' adul1:s, 
bu't even ~n1S relates mostly to t11e clasoroom or to tne small group. 
DU~ it is in ~le relat10nsnlp between 1:WO adul'te that it 18 necessary 
to develop tneore~l.cal perspee'tl.ves, S.LuC( l.t l.8 nerc that tue 
eduea~lon of professJ.ouals 18 qm~e .:i1S1.lllc'tl .. e. ..urSl-• .e, 
especJ.ally, nas developed t.U..l.S 1:L'8.usaCt1011 to au a.dvflneea level 
iu educa ~lOu. .Dence, 1. t ~s nere t.Il? t 1. .. £: focus 01 trl1D part .... cular 
paper uas Dee .. om; loll order 1.0 d~velop "u.!.l l tneory fu~, t.l1er it 18 
necessary liO l.u.L'u 'to 1:ue .L'esearcnes of sOl:lal psYC .. 010/:.'Y a.na 
soeloloey .. ecause 1't lS uere tnat researclI eve1dencc eXH3l.S aDOU't 
soc.Lal l .. 'teract.1.on oe1.weeu 't"wo role playert,. 

'l'ne au~nor loS gratel'ul 'to ld.ss uU€l.la ul.tJllOTl for tll P €nCOUrabemeu\, 
"to use ma terlal nere 'tna t we na.. e proauc~<l JOl11"\,ly 111 ow: fo,r,tucoml.ug 
oook 1 rue .eacuer rTaCt.~ "'(.J.oner in ~urBlllbt ... l.dwJ.l ery 11l1d £leal Ion -.is1 t.ug 
'to oe puOl1.Sued uy (;room nellll, Louao .. , eC1J: ly ..I. .. 1 ;J0~ • 
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UCHANGES I N THE UK II 

A. What have been the major changes in the last three years? 

1. There has been the 1979 Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors 

Act - a "re-organisation" of statutory and training bodies. 

2. Why has there been an Act? 

Because (October 1972) Report to 3 S of S by Committee on 

Nursing - chaired Asa Briggs. 

Para. 623 "We recommend the creation of a Central Nursing and 

Mi dwifery Counci 1 for GB". 

Para. 625 "We recommend that there should be 3 distinct Nursing 

and ~1i dwifery Educat; on Boards for Engl and, Scotl and and Wal es. " 

3. Why was the Committee on Nursing set up? 

liTo review the role of the nurse and midwife in the hospital and 

the community and the education and training for that role so 

that the best use is made of available manpower to meet present 

needs of an integrated health service'll prior to 1974. 

'. 
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It took 7 years before Briggs 

- 2 -

" Act 

:, 
"f In that time forces changed the concept in some ways. Forces of 

.1" 
,. ,;-

great interest . 

" 
. A. GB UK. 4 countries not 3. Northern Ireland. Complex 

political reason - not present topic. However, NI got part of 

its reorganisation in 1974 - NICNM 

B. Nurses, Midwives to Nurses, Midwives, Health Visitors. 

Professional pressures. HV~s self concept (District Nurses 

getting there). 

C. 

National differences - Scottish law. IIAllegations
ll 

must be 

dealt with locally. 

NB whether working grup 4 understahd this history - doubtful! 

3 on group dimensions of reality - Political Must be 

Professional Recognised 

Nat; ona 1 

Now we have a commitment to change going back 10 full years. 

.~ 
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Evidence to Briggs: Rcn "All is not well with nursing" 

ANA "the time is overdue for a radical review 

of the nursing situation. 

We have a new structure which, in theory, will facilitate change. 

We have an end point to achieve: 

"so that the best use is made of available manpower to meet the 

needs of an integrated service". 

c 

Of the 3 dimensions politics are outside us: a dimension we can use 

but cannot control. 

Look at the past in terms of the ther 2 dimensions 

- professional views and aspirations 

- natural views and aspirations 

- fruit roots 

Underlying principles must be sorted out. 

1. Midwifery. First group to be regulated by statute. eMB's 

nearly 80 years old. 

'. 
Main aim "Protection of the public" - Pra<;.tice. 
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Has coloured since. 

Practice supreme - education second. ',' Can still be seen. 

Rules governing practice. Thanks c medjcine (shared practice). 

CMB Staff (+ Ch~irman). 

Discipline important - supervision . 

. 
Education much later - Midwifery service and education. 

Different countries - different variations. 

though principles hold good. Chief Officer always an 

administrator. Chairman not a midwife until 70#s. 

2. Nurses. Regulated by statute for 60 years +t E, Scot, NI 

different and separate. 

Main Aim lito have a State Register" - professional aspirations. 

History - great opponent FN 

Can be seen in no attempt to govern practice. Chief Officr a 

nurse from the first Chairman since 1926. Links c medicine 

variable. Discipline important. 

Education later (1950 ). Scot "ahead" of others. E - 2%, 

S - 7% students. 
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3. Health Visitors. Young. Statute barely 20 years old. 

Main Aim - links with education - no control of practice. No 

"discipline - little medical involvement (Practitioners in own 

right). Chief Officer Professional Educationist. Chairman 

Educationist. BUT UK REMIT. No national differences. 

4. Also Post Basic. JBCNS - new concept in education. District 

Nursing, PADNT - tending to follow HV#s. 

What Now (Present) 

(a) EEC - has involved nurses 

- ;s involving midwives 

- may involve health visitors 

(b) Economy. In professional/national terms. 

Look at the means (education) to the end - (Commitment to 

need/care) . 

Teacher Students Accountability 

1. Teachers 

(a) Midwives. Are practitioners who have added teaching to their 
'-, 

skills. Combine theory and practice tQ. the end ---? care. 
" . 

(Mi dwife first). '. 
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(b) Nurses - basic. Have to lea",€! practice to teach: even CNT's 
" 

... 
are seen as teachers first, who 'practice by grace and favour. 

" 
Teachers - monotechnic. Those who practice are not recognised 

as teachers (Teachers First). End? 

post basic. Practitioners involved in teaching/assessing. Span 

wide spectrum with commitment to care. 

lCU ~----(Clinical) --?CON (Educational) 

Doctor orientated Social science orientated 

Medical model Soc Sc model 

Partly practitioners in own right 

Agreed end Ski 11 . 

(c) Health Visitors. (being closely followed by District Nurses). 

Teachers past of polytechnic establishment. But fieldwork 

teachers (differing from RCNT's) are practitioners first (like 

mi dwives) who have added teaching to their skills (HV's first). 

2. Students 

(a) Midwives - employees. Quite happy: little theory/practice 

conflict. 

\ 
I 

1 
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(b) Nurses (Bas i c) --'7emp 1 oyee but ambi va 1 ent 

Conflict 
V ~ 

Student Worker 

Comes into care. Goes out? 

Confl i ct 
I \; 

Theory Practice 

(c~ H~. Studen: - some ideal/real conflict. AceeDt fieldworker as 

teacher. 

(ON"s in dilemma of trying to cnange through stuaent - never 

works) . 

3. Accountability 

(a) i1i dwi fe teacners - to servi ce - Oi~ 

(b) t:urse teacher - ? 

(c) HV teacner. To educational establisnrnent for care ends. 

Where do we start to p1an the future 

Greatest problem:- basic nursing. pro-tern (explain). Others OK. 

'. 

" 

I 
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" Problem of "learner" (Wood, Pla~t~ Briggs). 

Fact: L 

2. 

3. 

. '\ . 

Learners 1/5 NHS nurslng serVlce staff 
, 

Each learned counted as WTE " 

Costing problematic (Funding split) 

Option A Remove entirely from service (- service + salary) 

? cost 

? end result - staffing will be by others 

_ no commitment to give facilities for exper. 

Costing excuse is being done. 

ENB has opted for "one grade of nurse" (explain) 

2. Submit as great (or greater) problem is nurse teacher . 

• r Much thought, much input, much help needed. 

As a group they are (quite understandably) uncertain as to: 

_ Position vis a vis (a) NHS service 

(b) "Education" 

- Aims vis a vis Producing a good practitioner (which they 

cannot control) 

Getting students through exams 

r' 
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- Career Pattern Seems dead end as NT 

? service management 

? parallel education 

However, data collection shows NT ----)stable. CNT t 

We currently have practitioners (with which students have the 

greatest contact) who do not see themselves as teachers: and 

teachers who are not practitioners. NOT a criticism of teachers -

we have created this position for them: they have been taken from 

being practitioners, been imbued with educational goals, and set 

down in a management/employee setting in which they are unable to 

practice, often unable to achieve the educational goals they were 

shown, and with some notable exceptions) ar not really allowed to 

manage. Submit that even Briggs didn-t tackle this one. 

And now - with the possible, welcome creation of Clinical career 

structures their position will become increasingly impossible. 

We must tackle the position of the student and the position of the 

teacher together - because one is tied to the other. It will need a 

long term solution and an enormous change in attitude and teaching 

courses. 

, 

, 
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Nurse teachers must see that o'tl1e-rs are really -interested in helping 
'. 

to solve their very real problems. "-' Pernaps the first step is to 

work towards the acceptance by all that the end of education must be 

care - service: it is not an end in aselt'.' 

B. Political priorities for change 

t~entally III . ) 

Mentally Handicapped ) ~ Community 

Geriatrics 

Throughput in acute hospital 11' 
No money! 

C. "NHS Management Enqui r1 ~~II .4 

Explain. 

D. Concl usi on 
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NEEDS FOR THE FUTURE 

Intra: What do we need in the nurse of the future? 

How do we prepare ,a nurse to give effective, quality care 

1. House building: at one stage, about two thirds of the way through, sf 
is full of skilled craftsmen - carpenters, electricians. plumbers, 
plasterers - each experts in their own field. 

At earliest stage however, an anonymous group of labourers, digging 
trenches, mixing concrete, laying foundations. 

This work, its accuracy and integrity, is vital to the rest - no .:omnlln~ 
of skill superimposed on badly laid foundations will produce a viabl e 
building. 

Foundation of professional education in Ireland as in England at prese 
is basic nurse training. In last year, many young men and women have : 
entered our various basic ,training courses. These are the trained 
nurses of 1987. The ward sisters/charge nurses of 1990 and the t eacher 
of the early part of the next century. 

Even while still in training, this total group are an important work 
force - 20~+ of group :a6elTed in statistics as -nurses and midwfves - . 
Often, their -learner- status is unrecognised - many patients and t heir 
visitors do not realise that an eager youngster in uniform may have onl , 
bean training for a few months - and doubt if Health Board members 
touring hospitals, realise it either. 

2. Is all well with the foundation of our edifice? 

From 3 perspectives. ~n England at least, it seems Qot: 

General view from senior staff in profession who employ the 
newly quali f ied - not as effective as they used to be. 

#- " • Now need for professib~~l development module • 

'. 
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Newly qualified them~elves, are making huge demands on limited 
places for further tr~1~ing/edpcation. 

" '" ? Not wanting responsibili~y. 

? Not feeling confident. 

Those involved in the post-basic areas of training/education 
say they have to spend far too much time either making good 
gaps in basic education or having to undertake an ;unlearning; 
process. 

3. What needs to go into our f.oundat1on? 

What should be the mix of sand, stones, cement and water in our 
concrete? 

The Briggs Report stated: 

;Since the profession comprises a very wide range 
of skills and activities of varying complexity and 
since it appeals to persons of very different 
temperaments, no obstacle should be placed in the 
way of suitable applicants, with a spectrum of 
initial, academic qualifications from average 
intellige~ce to the highest; whatever their 
in1tial qualifications, and whether they wish to 
be concerned primarily with community or hospital 
care, all entrants should be provided, once they 
have entered, with a sound basic education in 
nursing, leading to an initial statutory 
qua 1 1fi cati on. ; 

• What is a #sound basic education in nursing;? 

Suggest - as with concrete - that it has 4 ingredients: 

Stones - knowledge or information 

Sand experience 

Cement - internalisation of personal accountability 

Water - development of judgement 

These go into the mixer - and its circulation is the process of 
learning. 

! 
1 
1 
• , 



4. The Briggs Report states (regarding initial tr~ining): 

-There must be careful co-ordination at this 
stage of teaching and practical work~. 

This is the mixing of the stones of information and the sand of 
experience. 

This mixing has, over the last 35 years, undergone a series of 
changes. 

---t1950 a) Very few stones - as such. 
(Illustrate) (gravel). 

1950·s--?b) Lumps - aggregates - of stones. 
The -block- system. (Illustrate). 17' of our nurse 
training schools still use this system. 

Lasted a long time. 

c} Experience and research findings led many to . 
question the validity of this method in terms 
of efficient learning. No correlation of 
theory and practice - either could come first 
- space between was anything ~ year. 

Thoughtful teachers and service managers, 
together, began to look to a better system. 

A.N. Wh1thead: -You cannot train the mind at 
one time and use it at another time.-

_--7?d) What. in England, called Modular system. 
(Illustrate) . 

Now, in En~land, 15% of our training schools 
have achieved this in totality - a long and 
sometimes trying process, involving the 
whole staff - managers, teachers, 
practitioners. The remaining 65% of training 
schools are somewhere on the way from ~block~ 
to ~modu' ar- • . 
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This change spreads the stones , mu~h more evenly' throughout the sand. 
But in this period of time,' ~he sana- of ".experience- itself has been 
changing - it is now, a fine, l~bse. constantly moving entity - not the 
firm, more permanent substance of 35 years ago. Especially in acute 
clin-ica' areas, the speed of patie.~t "throughput" and diversity of 
treatments have increased~ 

(Illustra~) - 25 bedded ward - 4 nurstng staff on duty at a time. 
Now these 25 beds often house 40 different patients in a week and 18 
nurses are needed in the ward team to keep 4 on duty at anyone time. 

For junior learner - interaction with 40 pati~nts and 17 colleagues in 
any week. In this welter of sensation end interaction, we hope that 
the learner will -discover" something meaningful. Gilbert Ryle calls 
"discovery" an "achievement- word as distinct from a task word. 
Looking and listening are task words (passive) · ,but seeing and 
hearing are achievement words (active). There are problems with 
"d1scovery-. -seeing" and "hearing· - they are not inate abilities -
they themselves have to be learned. Childhood environment is critical 
in this. 

FN: -The best nurses are those who are daughters of small farmers-. 

Discovery, seeing and hearing are intrinsic to that scene: but need 
positive attention in urban TV centred scene. Sometimes even, the 
"dhcover'Ing'" ability with wfiich learner arrives ,is dulled by multiple 
sensations and busyness of clinical reality. (Balham experiment). 

Learners must be actively helped to develop discovery ~seeing 
hearing 

Are often -moved" far too frequently. Far better, in early stages, to 
keep learner still (in one clinical area) and let experience flow 
past. Long aTTOCations - 4-6 months - with clear learning objectives 
will prevent learner being blinded in a standstorm. 

6. Cement - accountability. 

The moral commitment to personal responsibility for the care given. 
Whe~ cement is short - concrete is crumbly and won-t take weight. 

This development heavily dependent on way work organised in clinical 
area where learner works: 

f) Occasionally individual learner may be completely 
responsible for single patient - intensive care. 
·Specialising- - rare • 

ifl In some wards staff work in teams (2 or 3 nurses 
looking after half a ward). 
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11 1} Still mast common t"lOrk organ; sat; on f s by task.s. 
Learner will be accountable for group of given 
tasks. in time/moticn terms - quite efficient. 

But learner has no choice (and so does not 
Tnternalise responsibility) and sister/charge 
nurse or doctor aecide what patients need. This 
ignores other needs felt and expressed by patients 
and leaves our responsibility for unexpected and 
unplanned. Has incredibile results which are 
only observe~ by uninvolved spectators (staff are 
too busy) - Have you visited a patient recently? 
Or been a patient? - If you have, you will have 
seen this. If you have been (jargon) ~a non 
participant observer/researcher- - will have seen 
more than enough. 

Illustrate. Meed - 43 minutes 

Unplanned - old man 

Internalisat~a~ of personal accountability will 
on ly OCCYI' if some -form of responsi bili ty for 
Tndlvidual patients is practised in work . 
organisation. (Oifficulties appreciated). Much 
work needed - f3r patients as well as learners! 

7. Water - development of judg..:ment. 

The vital ingredient which binds the others together. The facility 
which enables the correct decision when: 

Coronary ) 
Potential Suicide) ~ bathroom 

Michael Oakshott (Concept of Education): 

~Facts, rul es s all that may come to us as "
infornla~ion, itemised and explicit, never 
themselves endow us with an ability to do 
or to make or to understand or explain -
anything.- What is requ~red in addition to 
information is knowl~~e which enables us to' 
int~rpret it, to decide upon its relevance, 
to recogni se ~/hat rul e to \.~ply, to dhcover 
what action, permitted by tti~ rule should in 
the circumstances be performed~ --
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Before any concrete\sk111 or ability can 
appear, information must be partnered by 
jud·gement. Knowing "how:-- lIJust be adde,d to the 
knowing ·what" 'of information., Judgement, in 
short, fs capable of carryi-ng us across those 

, wfde open spaces to be found\~n every ability 
where no rul e runs - for rul es' a re always 
diSjunctive. ~ 

How is this judgement acquired? Can be by trial and error - but 
extremely lengthy and very hard on the patient. It must involved 
experience - but experience needs to be fnterpreted for the learner by 
the expert. 

Nellie. Role modelling. Learning by imitatfon 'CBahdura). Vital for 
the learner to watch, work with and be influenced by the expert. 

All too often, now, the learner"s role model is another learner - 6/12 
senior in training. 

Learners now have 40' less time in which to develop judgement than 20 
years ago. The working week is shorter - the t·fme away from the ward 
longer - these are not bad things in themselves but have side effects. 
Major effort must be made, in first 6-12/12 when skills and attitudes 
are developing, to provide adequate role models, who are comitted to 
helping learner. Might well be better to group "babies" together on 
specified wards with no other staff but themselves and speCially 
chosen trained staff. 

One bad role model - one insecure, ineffective staff nurse can be 
disastrous. (Has been tested - works). 

Always remember that it is what the learners sees that is vital - how 
he/she sees others behave - not what they say to her - what she sees 
them do. 

Oakshot: "Not the cry. but the riSing of the wild duck impels the 
flock to follow him in flight.' 

8. Finally. the mixer. One doesn"t simply sling the sand. stones, water 
and cement in and switch on. The ingredients go in in measured order 

, ; -and not too much at a time! 
I ; . ; 

----------------------
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The process of learner - is vital. 

Gagnes theory of stages of learning. Success is utterly dependent on 
right order. 

learn differences. 

Learn concrete concepts. 

Learn rules or principles. 

Solve problems. 

Differs from conviction held by some teachers that principles should 
be taught first and learner will then be able to apply these in 
differing contexts. 

Doesn~t work in a situation like nursing. 

learner must first be immersed in the variety of a particular 
experience (surgical nursing) and must see the differing aspects of 
care given to different people returning from theatre. later can be 
helped her/himself to form concrete concepts relating to care of the 
unconscious, methods of hydration, control of pain, etc. Later stll, 
to grasp the principles of ·post operative care· • 

Then - and onll if learning occurs in this order - can the learner 
begin to trans er to other situations and solve problems. 

Not all will be able to reach the final problem solving stage, for 
there is another faculty to be input between understanding 
·principles· and 'prOblem solving· - and, I think, it is this faculty 
which the Briggs Committee had in mind when it talked of a ~research 
based profession". To quote John Passmore, ItAn educated man - as 
dist1nct from a merely "cultivated~ man - must be, let us agree, 
indipendent, critical, capable of faCing problems. But these 
qua 1ties, whf'le necessary, are not sufficient - many uneducated, 
nineteenth century radical workmen possessed them in abundance. To be 
educated one must be able to partfcipate in the great human trad1tions 
of crit1co-creative thought ••••• I have introduced the phrase 
·cr1tico-creative thinking', not through any fondess for it, but 
because ·critical- thinking may suggest nothing more than the capacity 
to think up objections. The educator is interested in encouraging 
critical discussion (critico-creative thinking) as distinct from the 
mere raising of objections, and discussion is an exercise of the 
imag1nation". ' . 

With the addition of critico-cre~tive thfnking, problem solving can be 
achieved. 
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At the paint where ·care- ' i~dis~ensed - at the ·sharp end- - there is 
the nurse. Others are there_s~met1mes. Others solve the big problems 
of d1agnosis and treatment. of orgaoisatfonal management, of cost 
~ffecti~eness. But -for · the patie~t, problems tend to arise at 2 a.m. 
-when he fs awake and in pain and th~re is only the nurse: for the 
relati~~, distressed and uncomprehending, problems ar1se when the 
others have gone and there is only the nurse: if you have experience 
of being a patient or relative, you will remember. If at that point, 
the nurse can add imagination to the motivating force of personal 
accountability and the enabling of judgement; if he or she can see the 
patient as Martin Buber-s -significant other- - the problem will be 
solved and the need met. Our concrete will be reinforced and our 
foundations be firm. ' 

9. The concrete has to be poured into a frame work - the training 
institution. If that is ' warped or distorted - if, for instance, 
learners are seen only as workers; pairs of hands - the foundation 

~ ,4 will be faulty. 

I 

i, 

The concrete needs to be tested and levelled - before it setsl It is 
no use assessing it at the end of the process - at that point it 
cannot be altered, only discareded. 

10. None of this is costly in terms of money; but it is costly in terms 
of effort, commitment, working together. 

It brings together the Board, the managers, teachers and practitioners 
in a common objective - the production of a sound foundation - a 
caring efficient nurse who will give quality care to patients. 

I 
'j 
' I 
" , 
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Intro~Jct~~~. Before starting on my subject I would like to 

say how sorry I was not to be able to share the whole of your 

conference with you. rrom time to time we all feel in need 

of an 'Fducation LJpd:3te', and I would have liked to have learned 

from the sessions you have had in lhe last three days and also to 

have been able to draw out of them what I feel is their relevance 

to the topic I have been given -

'Educating Nurses in Universities and Institutes of Higher Education' 

Perhaps] should also declare my inlerest in that of the twenty five years 

I have spenl in ~ursing edu~ation, the lasl fourteen have been in a 

tertiary education setUng, so that I speak from a position of some 

bias. However, nothing in those fourteen years has changed my 

original motivation in moving to the University of Manchesler 

and that was a recognition o~ the inadequacies of nursing 

practice based on the conventional' ,system of nurse educatioA 'and lhe 

need to reform practice based QP a sound educational model. 

lhe inadequacies of the .Present Syste~ 

Some of you may find that statement offensive! Is the practice 
-' 
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'Ufe before Dpat.h' fourld thCl~ ,;ud r,v('r two thirdn of pl·np.l(~ 1.llIn 

One of tile ClJrre,)t prcjecLs(;1' !J l'mrl 1 ()84) sholNs that whil e nurses 

failhfuJly J'('cord the 0Illrlc.n F' f(,SSUfC Area Scor.ing, no adaptation 

the (1f'~lC f; ~;fller1l rr,C!cJ:.. ',1 -" (:;:)rc I ;rllain: rouUn)rwd treAtrnent. 

Sirm>cn (1984) (las r'.c.!lld ~n ''':''I) lufJ.ng paUent.s fears and anxieUes 

that there was a gf2C',- ox;: ' ' ~_ '=ion of dnnl(: t ~~p ir:itual need, yet in 

another study As; WJO rl '1 \' ~ .~~: ) i our':! tilal L:-:c nur ses assessments of 

patient nC'!?d len U,f' r.at.eg'H'y 01 :~rir i_ ,,;) ~ :"}cd ' entirely unused. 

rrofll this I l"iouJd sU~ 'J(~s L th;:.t thcrr~ ,1fE' ,·sp r>r'.s of pat.ient 

need whir.h ITlay proro\lfld~ y affect pAtlent l'Jel f'lrc t.o which the 

nurse js jnscnsitivp or .':h:ch she is unt.rained to 8SSCf;t3. Similarly 

r 8ulkncr I s (1 GAO) wcn :< ,;hcH'.i~' the inadeC;d8cy of communication 

skills .in st.udent nurses ClrU in current work raulkner (l?84) 

is findng thnt trained stAff in hospi La 1 <lmJ coml1ldni ty 1 ack the 

communicaUon skills on l".lhich t.o base, an (J~~;(':,:,i'lt;nt of 

Hnxiety or depress ion f;,J}:Ji:'ing mrlstC'ct.omy. S,in,i18rly 

DubberJcy (l97(,j iCH.!,rj (,\'1dence of unmet p~~ychological 

nced~ in the paref,ls 0'- cn} Jdrcn l\lho had had leukaemia 

J 
I 
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equipment and n,aterjcds llned ill Ulfluth C<ire of lhe un('onf'clulJS 

pRtient. Rituals were ttllHJht in I.he School of NUI'sing and 

elderly patients with self c~re a~livilips Hnd found a strung 

medka] Hnd institutional orient.ation wHh rillJch in cOItllnon with 

industrial and custodial models of work orgahisation. She categorized 

the nurse Iwh::wlour observed and the categories ranged from beha\lior 

which ennble or ussistcd in s(') f care, t.o that which was dil"eCUng, 

rejecting and even ~oercing. 1n a nmre recent study Koppeli (1984) 

ShCIWS the lack of congruence between t.he patient.s pE~rceived · sel f care 

needs and t.he care g.1ven by nurses. She identifles categories of 

care. which range from lhose which are co-operative with the patien~ 

in facili taU ng self care to those -which are non-operative and 

dysfunctional. Her anal ysis reveals a number of fad.ors whjch contribute 

tu a theory of practice e.g. the nurses definition of the nursing 

task, the structure of the situation and t.he nurses professional 
\ 

orientation and value system. 

And so one could go on. to!hy do I prodvce such 'a cloud of 

witnesses' at the end of a conference? To send you away 

more depressed than when y~'l)"c8me?! Rnther I do it to produce 

resolve in each one of us because J beLieve lhe hard evidence 

of too many pieces of research .is an indictment of the presfrnt , 
system of nursing education and our lTietJ~~ds and organis'a-(;'!on of _. . - .., 

\ ~ ..,..... -" 
clinical care. I wnnt to suggest to you_ that fGndamentaI changes 
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are needed in nursing eduCfition. Whereas our Auslralian cousins 

are moving rapidly into the t'e~Uary educaUon sector (in New 

South Wales in a year). I believe a fundalliental need is to look 
" 

criticaU y At the model of educaU on. 1 am prepared to accept 

that the lerU ary education sector may not be a who) ly necessAry 

condjtion of a changed model, but the hospital school would 

need to be fundamentally changed if the product of the 

educational system is to practice effecli vely an'd the necessary 

features of the learning environment are more easly met 

in tertiGfY education institutions than any where else. 

I wish 10 put my case under four headings. 

1. The Nature of Nursing and the Future Role of Nurses. 

2. The kind of person n~(':ded in nursing, the competencies 
and value systems required. 

3. The educational model which will be most effective in 
producing such a person and the educational environment 
structure wich will best support such R model. 

4. The evidence from a course based tertiary education 

1. The Nature 9f Nursing Rnd the Ro!~ of the Nurse. 

It is a tru.ism to say that the pattern of Health Care 

delivery is increasingly sophisticated and the nursing service 

needs to be adaptable to changes in population structure, 

epidemiological trends, therapeutic methods, ethics and values 

Hence as the ENS has succinctly put it, 

'In the future, patterns of heal th care will vary widely, 
both as to the location whore care is given and as to 
the form care will take'. 

The ENS proceeded to my second heading :-

II. The kind , of Person needed in NurEjng saying -

'Qualified nurseD who organise and give this care 

I 

~ 

! , 

I 



will require expertj~e in many skills; they will 
need to think crilicaly, to be adaptable, to be 
accountable, to use judgement and make decisions 
in formulating, co-ordinating and giving lhe most 
effective care for their patients.' 

ror this they suggested that bpside the knowledge base 

initially required there is need for motivation to acquire 

and apply and test new knowledge. 1 want to analyse the 

implications of that statement a litlle. 

lhe skills needed include psychomotor skills, but 1 believe 

that our analysis of skills in the past may have been at far 

too simple a level, comparable to the machine operative. A 

better model of skilled performance might have been the 

aircraft pilot. Besides manipulative abilities the nurse has 

to be able to combine and integrate into the skills and 

adapt accordingly a whole range of cognitive skills. She 

needs the knowledge of specifics, the ways of dealing with 

them and universals and abstractions. If knowledge is to be 

applied then the skills of comprehensive,application, 

analysis, synthesis and judgement are required. (Bloom 1956). 

These cognitive skills and critical thinking cannot be acquired 

in the rate learning of facts. Of the types of learning enumerated 

by Gagne (1970) it seems to me that there is special relevance 

not only in stimulus re~ponse learning but concept learning+problem 

solving. And because nur~ing is an interpersonal process not 

only have the psychomotor ski~ls and the cognitive skills to be 

intergrated in action, but the arr~ctive skills (attending, 

responding, valuing and the organizat~on and characterisdtion , 
r of the value system form an integral part of nursing intervention. 

The works of Bloom and Gagn{ are old enough for many nurse 
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educalors to ha\Je st.udied tliem. ln the light of what they , 

have io Day the limitation of nu(sing educalion lo rotc learning 

of und!gesled knowledge Dnd task orientaUon is l"emarkable. 
'-

It doeR, hO~'IIe\ler, hp1p lo cxplajn ~,orue of the irl:1dequacies 

of care with which we slarted. We must resolutely determine 

lhat the educalional model and environment in which student 

nurses acquire this highly sophisticaled integration of 

cognitive and affective skills and combine them w~th the 

psychomotor skills is given a great deal more thought. 

I would like lo expand on the personal competences 

required by the nurse in two particular directions. If the nurse 

is to be a decision making practitioner (as is argued by the ENB) 

then there is an inevitable corrolary of accountability. Batey and 

Lewis (1982) have explored the related concepts of responsibilily, 

authority, autonomy and accountability. In accepting responsiblity 

for a charge, that of nursing the patient, authority (the legitimate 

power to fulfil that charge) is needed. Authority derives partly 

from expert knowledge. Hence the need for a knowledge base for nursing 

practice. Autonomy is then defined as the freedom to make 

discretionary and binding decisions and to act on these decisions 

within the scope of practice (responsibility). Hence automony is 

not unlimited freedom but its parameters are determined by the 

charge. It does, however, involve both decision making and 

action. There must then be accountabi IHy for the decisi ons 

and actions taken, that j 5 the 'fulfillment of the (ormal 

obligation to disclose to referrent others, the purposes principles, 

procedures. relalionships, results and costs for which one has 

! 
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I 
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authorHy'. If the competendes of the nurse Bre to include deci!.;lon 

rrlaki n9 -::lbout. nursing care then there are impl j cat ions for t.he 

kind of educaU on needed to produce ~n Autonomous and accountsb] e 

pract:i U oner j.e. one who can give a reasoned account of the 

basis of the d!'cisions' and CH' tions she rllakes. 

SecondlYJ if the nurse is to be a decision making practitioner, 

she is inevitably functioning in a world of ethical dilemmas and 

moral decision making. Not only is she faced with the ethical 

dilemmas of euthanasia and abortion, organ transplants and in vitro 

fertilization, she is in the world of the allocation of scarce 

resources, the conflict of 'goods', of ends and means. At the 

heart of the system of nursing and each model of nursing care is a 

value system. 1he competencies_of the nurse must include moral 

decision making and the ability to clarify her own values and 

those of the system in which she works. Murphy's (1981) work based 

on Kohlberg's (1971) stages of development shows that many nurses are 

arrested at the stage of conventional moral development supporting 

the status quo and the established social order rather than 

advancing to'the stages of autonomous mora] decision making based on 

principles rather than rules. In summary it can be said that we 

are looking for the Archangel Michael! - one skilled not only 

in the use of high technology, but with ability in · ~ocial skills 

and empathic relationship\. But these skills have io be.integrated 

with high Jevel cognitive skills including decision making and , , 
judgement and there is nee9 for 'a~ility in moral decision making 

and valujng. What kind of educational model and environm~nt will 
\ 

produce such a product ? 
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T~1 1hl' fch,cnUollal Morlcl and EnvirUlIllINlt 
• ~. _ _ _ •• ______ w •• ~ __ .... ___ _ r , ,- _ 

. 
Aguln, thH LlllJl ish ..JNalion~r Bopr :; statement gi\Jes me a st.art jllg POlllt: 

" .•.. present pHtlerrls, Qf trajnil!~~/education do not 
always jnculc8t.~ such \.skilJs " 

" lhat. to me is a cauUous undersf'alen,ent. 1 believe 'they rarely , , ~ 
inculraLe such skills and lhe product of our present system who 

exhibHs fhese skills is remarkable. 1 'have to say lhal irl moving 

around lhe world and talking to nurses and watching their practice 

longer perceive that the product of the British system is best. 

(1 must leave you to judge the Irish system by your standards of 

patient care! ). For example, I spent three months earlier this 

year visiting all the States in Australia. I was impressed by 

the know)edge base for practice which 1 found amongst nurses 

there, the ability to think critically and innovate. I came away 

from that country convinced that changes must take place in my 

own country. 

I no 

First, 1 believe the system of nursing care based on task assignment 

is inimicable to integrated and holistic patient care. If we analyse 

what nurses do, they are consumed in carrying out tasks and procedures 

often with no reference to patient need. Much of the research 1 have 

instanced demonstrates this. But the educational system which 

prepares for task orientated care has to use a ritualised approach to 

learning tasks and the model of training is almost inevitably a 

stimulus response model of conditioning. If you super-impose on 

that a knowledge base for intelligent analytical action and the 

ability to apply principles and exercise judgement the two are in 

conflict. If, however, you use an educational model in which there 

is freedom to lenrn (Roger 1Q69) where an environmeQt 
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of freedom is uncd to dpve]op skj)ls of deci~;jon mRk.ing, judgernc'llt, 

moral decisjon making and valuing then the studenL is in a posjton 

of conflict and frustration in the practice area. To my mind our 

problem is not a theory - practice gap (there is precious little 

theory!) there is a basic conflict of \/slues. Does one educate 

(train) for reality UJ "u.~-"'3· .. -··~ht to be ? 

Perhaps that demonstrates the need for exercises in values 

clarification, ideally undertaken jointly by education and clinical 

staff. Is it possible to achieve a concensus of values? 

Given the present dichotomy is it desirable that the pressure 

for change in methods of practice should come from the school 

and the students be used as agents of change? I think not, 

and all this serves to emphasise the need for bridges to be built 

between education and practice by strategies such as joint 

appointments which we have pioneered in Manchester. 

A Personal Statement 

I believe profoundly that the current ambiance in most hospital 

based Schools of Nursing will not produce the practitioners we 

need. first, methods 01 e~u~~~'nn Are too prescriptive and obsessed 

with uniform terminal competencies. In the early 50's Heidegger (1968) 

propounded some principles about teaching 'Teaching is even 

f It h 1 . '\. b t h t more di f icu t an earrang·... not ecause the eac er mus 

na\Jf~ :'I laraer store of informatjb\l •.•. but because V'Jhat teaching 
"-

calls for is this :- to let learl). 'T,he real Lt::.:H .. : .... ~- ~:I 

lets nothing else be learned than thrs'~ le?rn~ng.' 
r 

r_ .......... 
f t...._ .... 



Rogers (} SIB} ) 
\, 

t.3kE:'S up the.,"" themo and says 

" "- . 
'learn.ing hOIJlJ t.o 

learn is the elcrnnnl lhat is aJ-ways of value, no"" and in the 

future.' Rogers spells out the need for conditions of frl!l:dorll in 

which the st.udent learns to learn and'stralegies for st.udent . 

centred learrdng. Nursing lends Hsel f to experiential learrdng 

strategies and individual learning contracts. Boydel] (1976) 

describes the self actualising individual as having 'an orjenlation 

to solving problems outside thernselves, they are flexible, using 

creative and fulfilling behaviour, they are flexible in the use 

of rules, autonomous showing independence and interdependence, 

having ability to relate to and accept other people and to be less 

disturbe rl by crilicism,having a positive accepting view of self and 

freedom from guilt. They are not trapped by norms or rules. 

Boydell (1976) has shown that a participative model of education 

is most suited to producing such a person. The learner uses autonomous 

learning strategies. He is responsible for his own learning and goal 

setting, he co-operates with others, uses flexible,creative 

fulfilling behaviour, learns to learn, is free from extrinsic 

threats, operates in a safe,warm respecting accepting climat~, 

discovers meaning, learns by doing. The autonomous learner would 

lead to an autonomous practitioner. 

Boydell suggests that autonomous learning can take place in a 

learning community using 'participative education' as outlined 

by Wight (1970). In the participative model students and teachers 

define objectives together, they identify significant problems and 

questions the students make use of available resources to solve problems 
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and cxp 1 Ort~ al lel'ruil. i ve so IlJti ons. logelher with tt~nl'hcrs l h(~ y 

examine -.and evaluolE' a] lernuUves and evaluale the p{!rfnrrnance of 

both learners and teachers. The participative teacher is lhus in 

contrast with the traditional teacher. 

I want to Gay that I have met School s of Nursing where parti d paU ve 

methods are used but suggest that a context in general education 

and especially tertiary education may offer more for nursng 

education than any other environment. 

IV The Evidence from B Course based in Tertiary Education 

from my own experience I want to try to draw out some of the 

advantages of a base in tertiary educatjon. 
. 

i) A setting in general educaton is normally multi-

disciplinary provides lhe the leaching in behavioural 

and biological sciences needed as a basis for nursing practice. 

In our experience it is not sufficient to have one psychologist 

or one physiologist on the staff of a school of nurSing. These 

sciences are so specialised that a range of teachers who are up 

to date in research is required if the nurse student is to be 

adequately taught. 

ii) The multidisciplinary setting also prevents the nursing 

school from too narrow a vocational perspective. The stimulation 

of the learning community, 'the lack of hierarchy and experience of 

collegiate relationships are a11 needed in nursing. 

" 

iii) Learner centred teaching, and au'~nomous learnin.g,_strategies 
, 

are the tradition in tertiary education ',to a far greater extent) :--
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Hen' it )p 1111, ' 111'1) to pl"ll\. i,ll' WI ~:n\l:i J'fmllleril foJ' 1 f'Drning 

wilh the student and ll· .. dl(~r"joinlly selUng objecU\/cs . - " ... 
" 

and establishing leCJITdng contrflcsJs. The librar:.y is oflen the huL) or 

aut onomous learni ng and in lert ial'Y ~ducation 'is a far lIIore adeqUl.lt.~l y 

delle] oped 1r:'['H'ning resource. 

Iv) the nursing course which is independent of the employers 

control of the student may manipulate learning experiences more 

effectively i.e.practice is geared to educational needs. 

v) The general education setting lends itself to experiential 

learning in, for example, social skills workshops but also 

clinical experience which can, be closely followed with post 

clinical conferences. 

vi) One of the most important assets of the tertiary education 

system is its traditional linking of teaching and rese~rch. It 

has been our experience that the teaching of nursing has been 

transformed by the research into practice which has gone on nurSing 

is taught from a far sounder basis of researched fact,than before. 

vii) When all is said and done,nursing is a practice discipline, 

and it might be contended that the right place for educating 

nurses is in th~ hospital and in the community. I would support 

that to the hilt and claim that courses in tertiary education 

can manipulate that practice experience to greater advantage 

than the courses organised from a hospital based school. Our 

Department of Nursing is geographically as near the wards as the 

hospital school. The students are, however, wholly students. 
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Morc-over J woul d suggec l U-wt our t'OlrlPl1 rati \Ie ind£'pclld(!nc e hlls 

enabled us t.o pioneer .and innovAle in pI'Hcticc more than slalf of' n 

hospital school. I would instance the following de\lc] npments: 

i) Research into nursing pract j ce s j nee J 969 <lnd cUITenll y 
major pr:ojects in nun:;jng PfO(:f.'!.iS, ('(HillhUnicHlHlnS ~JIld CAPO.,?, _ 

ii) Insti tution of the nursing process approach Lo pl anning 
nursing care and lesting it in a reality situaLion. 

iii) pioneering of joint appointments,between ser\lice and education. 

iv) Students who are national and world leaders in practice, 
research and education. 

1 would not wish to take up a rigid position in claiming the valu~ 

educating nurses in tertiary education nor denigrate the considerable 

work going on in hospital based schools.! recognise the problems of 

a wholesale transfer, but I can claim from personal experience .that l hn 

process of education and the product of courses in the tertiary systems 

are worthy of careful appraisal before they ere rejected. 

Mcfarlane of Llannaff 
Septer.~e-!:'~~:.: . 
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TRADITIONAL 
tvEDICAL MODEL 

DIAGNOSIS 

TREATMENT 

CURE 

FIGURE 1 

TI-E GERIATRIC f\,EDICAL MODEL 

GERIATRIC 
tvEDICAL MODEL 

a) pre-admission assessment (recognition of 
social factors in treatment and care of 
elderly 

b) altered reactions of illness in old age 

c) treatment of acute-on-chronic conditions 

THE ASSESSMENT/ACUTE WARD 

a) "traditional" treatment - therapeutics/ 
surgery _ 

b) REHABILITATION of patients; medical 
personnel aided by team of paramedical 
workers 

c) TREATMENT AT DAY HOSPITAL .. elderly 
patients are allowed more time to regain 
their strength/optimal functional capacity 

THE REHABILITATION WARD 

a) goal of cure accomplished in patients 
who are discharged at a level of independence 
similar to that which they enjoyed prior to 
their illness 

b) successful cure/recovery in elderly also 
'depends on community support and family 
in~olvement 

DISCHARGE/SUPERNISION - AL TERNA TIVE -
ARRANGEMENTS FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT 
RESPOND - LONG-TERM CARE 
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. --< FIGURE 2 

CONCEPT (F GkRIA TRIC "NURSlNG CARE 

(Based on Norton et aJ:. (l9~2); Norton (1965)) 

ASSESSMENT . 

HELP + 
ASSISTANCE 

OPTIMAL 
INDEPENDENCE 

Nursing 
Function 

Skill 

Goals 

Medical/Social Assessment 
Nur'sing Assessment 

I 

PLANNING PATIENT CARE 

REMEDIAL 
_ restoration of 
self-care abilities 

_ gradual with
drawal of nursing 
care 
- teamwork 
_ mental preparation 
of patients 

- recovery, 
discharge 

Home 

IRREMEDIAL 
_ provision of maximum 
comfort, happiness and 
peace of mind; maintain 
optimal level of func
tioning. 

_ maintain patient at 
optimal level of func
tioning 

_ optimal independence, 
dignity 

\ 
Performance of activi-
ties to optimal level 



FIGURE 3 

Tl-EORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR GERIATRIC NURSING CARE 

GOAL CONTENT: 

"Nursing seeks to achieve patient health or health related goals 
through 'self-care which is therapeutic; to overcome self-care 
deficits; and to foster and preserve self-car!3 abilities of the 
patient." 

(Nursing Development Conference Group 1973, p.l3D) 

PRESffiIPTlON: 

STAGE 1 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

ASSESStvENT a) self-care agent - assessment of factors which 
influence individuals' self-care ability 

b) therapeutic self-care demands -
i. uni versal 
ii. deyelopmental 
iii. health deviational 

c) self-care deficits - areas of identified patient 
need for nursing assistance 

NURSING DIAGNOSIS/ 
PLAN OF ACTION 

ASSISTANCE NURSING ASSISTANCE NURSING SYSTEM 

OUTCOME 

SELF-CARE 

1. Acting/doing for 
2. Guiding 
3. Supporting 
4. Providing a thera

peutic environment 
5. Teaching 

1. Wholly compensatory 
2. Partially conpensatory 
3. Supporto-educati ve 

THERAPEUTIC/OPTIMAL SELF -CARE 

)- ," 
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WARD SISTEP.S' TNF '1NDICA TOR SCORES 
~ - .-

" 

Ward 1 L 2 3 3 4 5 

II- '" Ward Sisters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

\:- ' 
Total 

"-
" 1M=" Indicator Scores 

Section 1 1.Def. of Ger. Nursing 5 ,2 2 2 3 2 5 

Goal 2.Ranking Activities 5 1 3 1 3 n 3 5 

Content 3.Time Spent 5 4 1 2 4 s 4 3 
u 
f 

Section 2 a.Type of info. collected 3 2 2 1 2 f 2 2 

prescription b.Method of data colI. 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 

Individual c.Method of communication 3 1 2 i 3 c 2 3 

patient d.lnformation storage 3 1 2 1 2 i 2 2 

Care e.Access to nursing staff 3 2 3 1 3 e 2 2 

f.Use of information 3 2 2 1 2 n 3 3 

g.Problem identification 3 1 1 1 3 t 3 3 

h.Setting time limits 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 

i.Monitoring pt. progress 3 2 2 2 2 d 1 3 

j.lnforming staff 3 2 2 1 3 a 3 2 

k.Obtaining information 3 •. 3 - 2 2 2 t 3 2 
a 

Active a.Monitoring daily needs 3 3 3' 3 2 3 2 

Management b.Method of work pres. 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 

Cycle c.Work delegation 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 

d.Method of work org. 3 2 1 1 3 3 2 

e.Work accountability 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 

Survey l.Nurse training 3 1 3 1 1 2 3 , 

List 2.Post basic training 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 I 

I 
3.Specialist areas 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 

- i -- , 

Skill A.Ward choice 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 

Utilization l.Basic skills 5 3 4 4 5 4 4 

2.Rehabilitation 5 3 3 4 5 1 4 

3.Technical 5 4 2 4 5 3 4 

4.Managerial 5 4 3 4 3 4 4 

5.Teaching 5 4 3 4 2 3 4 

6.Communicating 5 5 3 4 5 4 4 

B.Satisfaction with work \5 5 3 3 2 3 4 

\ 

Rehabilita- l.Definition 5 1 3 1 3 3 4 

tion 2.Active rehabilitation 5 1 3 2 1 3 4 

Concept 3.Active C.C. 5 3 3 2 3 3 4 

4.Nurse's role 5 2 3 1 4 3 2 

Total 130 82 84 66 98 90 104 
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. THE TNF INDICA TOR SCALE 

SECTION 1 

1. Definition of Geriatric Nursing (main features) 

TNF 

5 
Response 

maintenance/ 
rehab iii ta tion 
therapy 
total patient caye 

2. Allocation o( Time 

TNF 

5 ' 
~ 

I 

Resppnse 

'"~/ 

(oileting 
exercising 
communicating 

4 3 

medical 
model 

orientation 

According to Nursing Priorities 

4 3 

mix 

3. Ranking of Activities 

lfNF 

5, 
R'esponse 

b,c,~,g 

.' 

4 3 

mix b,a,c,h 

2 

2 

2 

mix 

TNF 

1 

routine care 
"just basic 

nursing care" 

TNF 

1 

others 

TNF 

1 

a,d,f,h 
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3. 

\ 

THE TN=" INDICA TOR 
, " 

" 
ON 1 - QOAL CONTENT 

" 
" How would you describe nursing in a geriatric ward? (What does 

'¢;.- geriatric nursing involve?) 
I 

Which of the following activities takes up most time on a geriatric 

ward? Please rank the activities listed below from 1-8, 1 being that 

activity which takes up most time to 8 which takes up least of your 

time. 
. 

a. feeding patients, assisting patients with food 
b. washing patients (not bathing) 
c. caring for incontinent patients _ . washing, changing, cleaning 
d. toileting, commoding, toilet training 
e. dressing, undressing patients 
f. caring for pressure areas 
g. . exercising immobile patients 
h. communicating with patients 

Many nurses working with the elderly have described their work as 

involving the following activities. Please rank these activities in order 

of .importance from 1 to 8, 1 being that activity which you think most 

important and 8 which you consider less important. 
\ 

a. carrying out medical treatment prescribed by the doctor 
b. getting patients to move around and become more mobile 
c. trying to teach and encourage patients to do things for 

themselves 
d. keeping patients clean and comfortable 
e. trying to create a relaxed atmosphere on the ward where 

patients feel 'at home' 
f. caring for the physical needs of patients 
g. stimulate patients to take an interest in surroundings and 

themselves 
h. observing and recording medical progress of patients 

--
i 

I 
i 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

\ 
\ 

I 
I 

~----------------~----~------------.--
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WARD SISTERS' DEM:X:;RAPHIC DETAILS AND 'lliF SCORES 

TNF Ward Length of Marital Quali- Pt. N:P Pt. 
No. Score No. W/S Age Service Status Children fications 'WPS' No. Ratio Desig Sex 

F 
rur 

1 66 2 3 50+ 10 yrs M 0 none 22.46 30 1:2.5 C.C. CO 
2 67 13 16 50+ 1-2 yrs M ·0 none 9.7 24 1:3.0 C.C. F . »:E 

::OfT! 
3 68 23 25 21-25 1-2 yrs M 0 'a' levels 21.0 31 1:2.0 Mix Mix -i::O -

F-i 4 74 6 8 41-50 5-10 yrs S 0 Commercial 66.5 35 1:3.3 C.C. Mix 
course fTlZ 

5 82 1 1 50+ 10 yrs M 0 30.46 33 1:2.2 C.C. M 
"11 none 

6 82 15 18 31-40 10 yrs M 2 Pre-nursing 14.0 . 25 1:205 CoCo M 
.:: course 

j 84 1 2 31-40 3-5 yrs M 2 'a' levels 30.4 33 1:2.2 .C.C. "- M 
8 85 21 .·23 41-50 5-10 yrs S 0 I.L. Cert. 21.9 30 1:2.5 Mix F 
9 85 22 24 31-40 10 yrs S 0 (lone 31.1 16 1:1.7 Mix F 

10 85 12/ 15 31-40 3-5 yrs 5 0 'a' levels 45.6 40 1:2.1 C.C. M 
11 90 ,I,,' 4 6 41-50 3-5 yrs __ ... M 1 I.L. Cert. 76.2 2S 1:1 A/Reh M 
12 90 ;, / 11 13 41-50 7-12 mths M .3 J.L. Cert. 15.3 .14 1:1.8 CoCo F 

- 13, .91 10 12 50+ 1-2 yrs 5 0 S.L. Cert. 46.8 32 1:2.4 Mix F 
14 " 91 20 22 31-40 1-2 yrs M 3 S.L. Cert. 33.[( 35 1:201 Mix Mix 
lo5 95 19 21 31 .. 40 5-10 yrs S 0 S.L. Cert. 46.9 ) 27 1:3.8 Mix Mix 
16 95 9 11 50+ 7-12 mths M 2 S.L. Cert. 44.2 32 1:2.0 Mix Mix 
17~'1 97 7 9 50+ 10 yrs M 3 I.L. Cert. 38.6 23 1:1.7 C.C. F 
18 98 3 4 26-30 1-6 mths S 0 'a' levels 76.2 25 1:1 Reh M .. 
19 104 8 10 21'-25 1-6 mths S 0 'a' level 5 21.6 20 1:1.7 Mix M 
20 1~ 5 7 ,,31-40 5-10 yrs . S 0 'a' levels 53.4 17 1:1.7 Reh Mix 
2.}. " 194 14 17 31-40 1-2 yrs M 2 'a' levels 65.7 29 1:2.9 C.C. F ru~ 
22 104 16 L9 26-30 7-12 mths S 0 'a' levels 56.6 29 1:2.1 Mix Mix C1) 

»1"'1 23 106 25 27 50+ 1-2 yrs M 2 S.L. Cert. 16.3 17 1:2.0 Mix Mix ~::o 24 119 16 20 21-25 1-6 mths M 0 'a' levels 56.6 29 1:2.1 Mix Mix F-i 25 123 24 26 31-40 1-2 yrs M 0 Diploma in 60.1 36 1:2.7 C.C. F fTlZ 
Nursing "11 

\ 

-- -_._----_._-----------\ - --. --- - --- '.- -.----



11'F INDICATOR REsLL TS 

T'I'F Indicator Scores 

Section 1 
Goal 
Content 

l.Oef. of Ger. Nursing 
2.Ranking Activities 
3.Time Spent 

, 

Section 2 
Prescription 
Individual 
Patient 
Care 

a.Type of info. collected 
b.Method of data call. 
c.Method of communication 
d.Inrormation storage 
e .Access to nursing staff 
f.Use of information 
g.Problem identification 
h.Setting time limits 
i.Monitoring pt. progress 
j.Informing staff 
k.Obtaining information 

Active a.Monitoring daily needs 
Management b.Method of work pres. 
Cycle c.Work delegation 

d.Method of work org. 
e.Work accountability 

Survey 
List 

Skill 
Utilization 

Rehabilita
tion 
Concept 

l.Nurse training 
2.Post basic training 
3.Specialist areas 

A. Ward choice 
l.Basic skills 
2.Rehab ilitation 
3.Technical 
4.Managerial 
5.Teaching 
6.Communicating 

B.Satisfaction with work 

l.Oe-fin ition 
2.Active rehabilitation 
3.Active C.C. 
4.Nurse's role 

Total 

I 

'. 

Total 

5 
5 
5 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-. 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

130 

ll'F W/S 

White Brown Red 
Ward Ward Ward 

5 
5 
4 

3 
3 
2 
2 
.3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 

3 
2 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5· 
5 
5 
5 

123 

3 
2 
1 

2 
--2 

1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

1 
2 
2 

3 
4 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
2 

3 
4 
4 
4 

83 

2 
2 
3 

1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 

1 
2 
1 
1 
2 

1 
3 
2 

2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 

3 
3 
2 
2 

76 

l 



_ THERAPEUTIC CONTENT OF SELF -CARE ACTIVITIES -
SUMMAR Y SCORES 

Brown White 2 
Activity Ward Ward x- ~ 

Elimination 202 266 8.48 0.004 

. Feeding 204 326 27.62 0.000 

Washing 156 253 22.53 0.000 

Dressing 190 291 20.79 0.000 

Undressing 203 259 6.57 . 0.010 

Exercising 302 332 1.3265 0.248 

Communication Patient 128 39 46.37 0.000 
Nurse 51 123 28.971 0.000 

- TIME DEVOTED TO SELF -CARE AND OTHER ACTIVITIES IN 
BROWN AND WHITE WARD 

Brown White 
Ward Ward 
% % 

Self-Care Activities: 
Elimination 3.3 4.6 
Feeding / 8.1 8.2 
Drinking 2.6 2.5 
Washing 1.4 1.9 
Bathing 0.3 0.3 
Dressing 1.5 1.~ 
Undressing 1.1 1.4 
Exercising 1.7 1.8 
Communicating 1.7 3.0 

Total 21.7 25.1 

Contact: 
Doctors 0.1 0.1 
P hysio therapists 2.3 2.0 
Occupational Therapists 1.1 0.3 
Others 0.7 0.6 
Visitors 3.'1 4.1 

Total 7.3 7.1 

Inactive: , 
Dayroom . -21.5 '12.4 

-i Ward bay 26.3 40.6 
Bed 21.1 Lt8 . 
Other 3.0 1.1 , 

~:i""" 

Total 71.9 67.9 -
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